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21 CORK STREET, FIRST FLOOR, LONDON W1S 3LZ

TEL: +44 (0) 20 7734 3558  FAX: +44 (0) 20 7494 1377

info@mayorgallery.com   www.mayorgallery.com

THE MAYOR GALLERY CURRENT EXHIBITION:
COLIN SELF
STREETSEEN, HEARTS AND GLANCES

UNTIL 18 DECEMBER 2015

IVOR ABRAHAMS RA

5 JANUARY – 5 FEBRUARY 2016

POISED COMPANIONS

Ivor Abrahams RA, Figure from seascape, 1984-8, Painted bronze, Unique, 24 x 15.5 x 13 cm

(b.  1935 Wigan - d. 2015 Ramsgate, England)

     1 2    10:28

THE MAYOR GALLERY

LAb[au]
CALCULATIONS, PERMUTATIONS, NOTATIONS

To coincide with the LAb[au] installation 

at Lumiere London, 14 - 17 January 2016

THE MAYOR GALLERY presents:

13 - 31 JANUARY 2016

at ART BERMONDSEY PROJECT SPACE

Art Bermondsey Project Space  
183 -185 Bermondsey Street 
London SE1 3UW

Wed - Sat 11.00 - 18.00
Sun 11.00 - 16.00

abps@project-space.london

        



rosenfeld porcini 

roberto almagno

suspended in space

11 december 2015 - 13 february 2016

STEPHEN NEWTON
   2014
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3 The formerly homeless street artist STIK (his real name is 
not secret but he prefers it is not used) has made the Shoreditch
area of London his own. Paring down his iconography to a few
lines and a couple of dots, STIK manages to convey pathos and
emotion in his apparently simple drawings – immediately 
recognisable around the streets of London (and now well
beyond). The child-like emoticons have struck a chord with jaded,
over stressed city dwellers and STIK’s reputation is being 
compared (inevitably) to that of Banksy as he garners a celebrity
following willing to pay well for original pieces. (see page 18)

STATE MAGAZINE is available through selected
galleries, libraries, art schools, museums and
other art venues across the UK.
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No Laughing Matter
DESPITE THE chaotic and over excited
run up to the 2015 Frieze Art Fair
extravaganza in Regent’s Park, it all 
seemed to pass by in the blink of an eye.
Even the most jaded critics could not find
fault with the outstanding quality of the
infrastructure – or attention given to the
smallest of detail. And the noticeably chic
WC facilities were most likely superior to
those at home for the majority of Frieze
visitors. Of course, there was the annual
opportunity to see Alistair Hicks
gambolling around dispensing largesse in
his role as ‘art advisor’ to the main sponsor,
Deutsche Bank AG. The financial 
conglomerate reportedly has an art 
collection of around 60,000 works, most
of which are on paper. The no doubt 
substantial investment DB makes in
Frieze enables their VIP Lounge to 
dispense free drinks to the rich and
famous – and any attractive young thing
that catches the eye of the ‘art advisor’.
This makes an interesting counter-point
to the position of investors and 
shareholders in the German bank who
received their third quarter results just
days after Frieze closed. Deutsche Bank’s
net loss was in the region of €6.2 billion
and the issue of dividends a dubious 
proposition. Included within this 
astronomical amount the group also set
aside € 1.2bn to meet litigation (!) costs.
Deutsche Bank's shares fell 7% 
in response. 

The bank is also enmeshed in the 
Libor-rigging scandal (fined £1.7 billion
by UK and US regulators) and is 
simultaneously being investigated by
Swiss authorities for suspected price fixing
on the precious metals market. DB made
an additional loss of € 600m in the write
down of its 20% stake in Hua Xia Bank.
And as if that were not enough, the same
month (October) some jerk at DB’s
London office mistakenly paid £4 billion
to an American hedge fund after adding
extra noughts on to the trade (the money
was reimbursed. Phew!).

Approximately 15,000 jobs will be axed
and the workforce will fall by a further
20,000 as associated businesses are sold
off. However, those hitting the New Year
dole queues will be relieved to read on 
the Deutsche Bank website that it retains
its ‘commitment to new art and the 
fast-changing world that is producing it.’
That, as we have seen, translates to 
throwing free drink down those well able
to afford to pay for it themselves. 

Annie Enjoys
a Swiss Role
JUST WHAT is it about bankers and the
art world? Each appears in love with the
other – perhaps they share an affiliation
for nebulous product with totally artificial
valuations. The normally reserved Swiss
apparatchiks at UBS took over Somerset
House to present their new sponsorship
project – Annie Leibovitz – and her 

ongoing ‘women’ series. Hardly new, 
she started the work over 15 years ago
with the late Susan Sontag, but UBS are
effervescent about the ‘global’ tour of
‘women who effect positive change’ and
the Wapping launch in January 2016.
Leibovitz has recently shot a hot 
campaign for the financial services 
giant, capturing the private aspect of
entrepreneurs. So whatever the Swiss
equivalent of gobsmacked is (baff ?) it
must have been all over the faces at UBS
when just days after Somerset House, a
tsunami of press coverage for the new
2016 Pirelli Calendar appeared featuring:
‘women who effect positive change’ –
photographed by: Annie Leibovitz. The
selling point of the tired Pirelli formula is
that henceforth the women portrayed will
be clothed, making Leibovitz’ studies even
more indistinguishable from her ‘women’
documentary. 

But even the Pirelli hijack could not have
eclipsed UBS’ concern (and that of the
assembled photo and fashion hacks) over
Ms Leibovitz’ odd behaviour at the
Somerset House press launch. After an
enthusiastic introduction by Hubertus
Kuelps, Group Head of UBS
Communications & Branding, she was 
to give a brief overview on her ‘women’
snaps, past, present and on into the 
future. Armed with copious notes on a
bundle of A4 papers, the artist seemed 
to ‘corpse’ and stared blankly at these 
for some minutes before Herr Kuelps
prompted her to ad lib. There followed 
an uncomfortable 30 minutes where
Leibovitz appeared to be unable to utter
more than a few sentences before entirely
losing her train of thought; and in the
Q&A session, seemed to forget the 
question almost as soon as she began to
answer it. Of course, this was no doubt
caused by the early 9am start combined
with jetlag from her continual travels to
exotic locations around the world.

Waddington’s
Monopoly
IT IS ALWAYS a dangerous thing for
flibbertigibbert magazines (like this one)
to start dealing in serious matters. The
same might be said of men’s ‘fashion’ and
‘lifestyle’ magazines. Over at GQ (once
known as Gentlemen’s Quarterly), a 
buy-in of a piece by media commentator
Michael Wolff, on the News of the World
hacking trial, appeared in their January
2014 edition. The Treasury Solicitor duly
wrote to editor, Dylan Jones, and warned
that the edition should be withdrawn
from sale on the grounds of Contempt 
of Court. As a result, some 61% of the
38,000 newsstand copies of the title 
was retrieved and destroyed. GQ and its
parent company, Conde Nast, have been
advised they now face a ‘substantial’ fine.
And what has this to do with Art you
might ask?

Some years ago, the forerunner to this
publication was a tabloid newspaper 
called Art Line. Over its 15 year existence,
Art Line ran a gossip column (very much
the thing in those days) called The Nose –
a concept first suggested and devised 
by art dealer, Danny Moynihan. On 
one occasion, an item on an art world
trickster called Ira Gale resulted in a writ
from that scourge of free thinking Peter
Carter-Ruck (then a very major libel
lawyer) – along with a claim for 
‘substantial’ damages. In the ensuing
panic, a friendly lawyer (working pro
bono) did his best to substantiate our
(true) assertion that Gale was both 
unbalanced and dishonest. One of those
he approached was art dealer Leslie
Waddington, then undisputed King 
of Cork Street, the centre of the 
contemporary art trade. Mr Waddington
went out of his way to provide a lengthy
affidavit, agreeing with the basic facts 
of the original text. This was certainly
instrumental in causing Carter-Ruck to
re-examine his new client’s bona fides and
the writ was quietly dropped. Art Line
(and its waspish gossip page) was unlikely
to be popular reading at Waddington
Galleries, so it says much about the man
that he was prepared to defend a truth in
spite of his reservations about its source.
As we go to press, a sombre email arrived
announcing the death of Leslie
Waddington1, aged 81. It has inspired
both sadness and a sense that it truly is
the end of an era in the London art
world.

Mike von Joel

NOTES
1. FEAGA AWARD 2013: The lifetime 

achievement went to Leslie Waddington for his

efforts in creating and directing an exemplary

gallery of high international standing. The 

accolade was presented at ART|44|BASEL 

by Sir Nicholas Serota, director of the 
Tate Gallery.
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‘Action is the antidote 
to despair.’ 
JOAN BAEZ{RESTATE ‘To create one’s own 

world takes courage.’ 
GEORGIA O’KEEFFE{

{

Severine Nackers

A small museum in the Netherlands celebrates Hieronymus Bosch’s 500th
anniversary with 20 of the 25 surviving panels, including several reunited 
triptychs and the panels, that were scattered centuries ago, made for an altar
still in the town; plus 19 of the 25 drawings.  Director, Charles de Mooij, believes
this exhibition will never be assembled again. In February, the Noordbrabants
Museum in ’s-Hertogenbosch, where the artist was born in 1450 and died in 1516,
will present Hieronymus Bosch – Visions of Genius (until 8 May 2016). The whole
city is planning a Bosch-fest with angels, demons, damned souls, mermaids 
riding on flying fish, drunken priests, lascivious women and monsters. Images
will be projected under the bridges and in tunnels along the river and canals.

THE GETTY FOUNDATION paid for state-of-the-art 
conservation work to clean and stabilise the surfaces of
the oak panels. Each donating museum, including the
Louvre in Paris, the Prado in Madrid, the Accademia in
Venice, and The Met in New York, has learned more
about its own painting through the project. The National
Gallery in Washington volunteered to loan its Death 
and the Miser. The exception is the artist’s single most
famous work, The Garden of Earthly Delights which has

been in Spain since the 16th century, moving from the royal collection to the Prado
in 1939. It is never loaned. The first results of the research were announced in a
documentary last November, and the full project will be published in two volumes
in 2016. Bosch was famous in his lifetime, a respectable Roman Catholic citizen,
married, who spent most of his life living on one side of the market square. He 
had no children, his grandfather, father, uncles, and nephews were all painters.
Source: The Guardian

FLEMISH MASTER
Bosch Surreal imagery

AN ART
NEWS 
MONITOR

......................

......................

INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY, 3D scans
with lasers and Cosmic-ray detectors
all combine to give a highly detailed 3-D
model. A similar attempt was made 30
years ago, but this is the first project 
at a global level using cutting-edge,
non-destructive technology that will 
not harm the pyramids. The project is

expected to last until the end of 2016
and begin with the scanning of the 
so-called Bent Pyramid at Dashur, 
followed by the nearby Red Pyramid.
Later, the two largest pyramids on the
Giza plateau will also be scanned. The
structures are over 4,500 years old.
Source: AP

QUOTEUNQUOTE

{

QUOTEUNQUOTE

'Many worried artists are victims of their
own success, moving into affordable

areas, contributing to gentrification, then
being forced out by rising prices.'

MUNIRA MUIZ Deputy Mayor of
London party line in Evening Standard

‘If a Vermeer ends up on loo paper, 
that might be quite nice.’

HANNAH ROTHSCHILD 
at Waddesdon Manor on the

Rijksmuseum's commercial bent

‘Since the departure of Penelope Curtis
from Tate Britain, how many women are
currently directors of major museums in

this country? None! Which has to be
some kind of indicator.’

ALISON WILDING, talking to 
Lily Silverton, Hunger TV

‘In the Sixties and Seventies 
New York was the centre of the world.

Now it’s London.’

WILL.I.AM former hip hop man and
now inspirational tech pioneer in
Sunday Times (John Arlidge)

SOTHEBY’S HEAD of prints Severine Nackers
has had a daughter with Canadian-born
David Thomson, aka Lord Thomson of Fleet –
the Thomson family once owned The Times.
The 58-year-old heir to the Thomson Reuters
media empire, with a fortune 
estimated at £18 billion, is one of Sotheby’s
most important clients. Glamorous Belgian-
born Nackers is unmarried and met
Thompson through his dealings with
Sotheby’s. In 2002, he paid a (then) record 
£49 million for a Rubens; and in 2013, sold a
number of his British collection by such as
Patrick Heron, Roger Hilton and William
Scott. Baby Ottilie, born last August, means
that Thomson now has five children by 
four different women. He was engaged to
Hollywood actress, Kelly Rowan, with whom
he has a young daughter, as well as three
other children from his two marriages. He
once romanced Picasso’s granddaughter,
Diana Widmaier-Picasso.  Source: AP

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Bent Pyramid, Dashur

PYRAMID SCAN
A group of Egyptian and foreign experts have launched a new bid to
unravel the 'secrets' of the pyramids. Architects and scientists from
Egypt, France, Canada and Japan hope the Scan Pyramids project will
use imaging tools to find hidden chambers and show lost construction
techniques. 

DEATH MASKS from a 5th-century Siberian
warrior race discovered in a crypt of 30 
burials in the Kemerovo region show
European features. The bodies were 
substantially cremated, leaving only large
bones. Then the remains were put inside
dummy bodies made of leather or fabric 
with death masks made of gypsum, by 
people who lived mainly around the Yenesei
River. In other crypts, miniature replicas 
of swords, arrows and quivers have been
found. Dr Pavel German, who led the 
excavation, said finds of ceramic vessels,
bronze buckles and elements of harnesses,
were also made. The area of the crypt inside
is about 40 square metres with 30 people
buried there. First of all they dug a hole in
the ground, built a stone wall around it,
made a decking and covered this with logs.
Then gradually the crypt was filled with
dummies (containing the remains of the
dead). They held some rites there and 
funeral feasts. After the crypt was filled it
was burned down. Tashtyk death masks
found earlier are held in the State Hermitage
Museum in St Petersburg, along with other
museums. Scientists suggested the culture
was initially Indo-European dominated.
Source: The Siberian Times

MASKED MEN
Tashtyk death masks

THE MIDDLESBROUGH Institute of Modern
Art (mima) is embracing Localism. An
exhibition for and about Middlesbrough 
and Teesside has been conceived as a
crowd-sourced, user-generated exhibition.
Paintings, ceramics, photographs, films,
artefacts, archival records, and personal
ephemera have been gathered from a
series of workshops and open calls. mima
Director, Alistair Hudson, said: ‘If you 
like it’s the antidote to the international
blockbuster exhibition. We also want to ask

TRUE GRIT

COLLECTOR 
ROBBED

pertinent questions about how art can
work in ordinary life, as part of the way 
we live; what and who a museum is for?’
Good question!

Director Charles de Mooij

‘We found that 93% of viewers would
consider using adblocking software...‘

SARAH WOOD
Unruly co-founder on collapse 
of faith in internet advertising

A BUSINESSMAN and leading art patron,
Sir John Ritblat’s home was robbed by
two suspects who escaped with 47 
watches including rare Rolex, Patek
Philippe and Jaeger-LeCoultremodels.
Sir John, 80, whose collection of vintage
watches dates back to the 50s, has said
previously that collecting watches was 
‘a hobby that is a pleasure – it’s not an
investment and it’s not a business’. 
With his wife Jill, Ritblat is a 
prominent art sponsor. He bought 
British Land for £1 million in 1970 
and was chairman for 36 years. The
developer’s personal net worth has been
estimated at £180 million. The Ritblat
family was ranked No 539 in the 2015
Sunday Times Rich List.
Source: Standard

WHAT WOULD any gallery give to have an
audience queuing 45 minutes to see a free
show in their space? At Saatchi Gallery,
Chelsea, the Mademoiselle Privé show 
had waits even longer to see ‘a conceptual
experience skimming the surface of the
life and works of Gabrielle ‘Coco’ Chanel’.
Three floors of the gallery were 
transformed into various installations,
Chanel’s inspirations, and Karl Lagerfeld’s
interpretations. It was not an art exhibit or

a fashion show, but an event where 
visitors could download an iPhone app to
enhance their experience. For example,
when you hold the iPhone up to the walls
in the first room, it affords a view into 
the room that Chanel once inhabited in 
Paris, quite different from the actual
exhibit in the gallery. Upon leaving, 
everyone was handed a ‘goodie’ bag with
a complementary poster of the show.
Totally brilliant. saatchigallery.com

SAATCHI TRIUMPH

Iwan & Manuela Wirth

THE SWISS couple, Iwan and Manuela Wirth
have officially been recognised as the most
powerful people in contemporary art by
ArtReview’s Power 100 list. The Wirths were
ranked 3rd last year but ArtReview says 
that Hauser & Wirth has now ‘managed to
combine the “institutional operations” of the
art world and the “lifestyle of collecting” to
build a global brand that is both intelligent
and sensitive to client wishes’. Hauser &
Wirth recently opened a gallery in Somerset
and have a museum in Los Angeles pending. 
Source: ArtReview

WIRTHS’ TOP LIST

MEANWHILE: Damien Hirst goes pottery
with his set of 12 individual bone china
plates and presentation box in an edition
of 250. All signed and numbered on the
reverse and published by Other Criteria
and Gagosian Gallery. The Superstition

plate sets are only £10,500 and produced
by Villeroy and Boch from original 
butterfly grid paintings. Despite the 
hefty price tag they are not suitable for
use in a dishwasher or microwave. 
Shame that.

AN INSTALLATION, Imagination Dead Imagine, by Sam Bakewellwon the 2015

British Ceramics Biennial with a prize of £5,000, plus a commission for the

2017 British Ceramics Biennial. Chosen from a shortlist of 12 British 

contemporary ceramics artists, the AWARD 2015 judges applauded

Bakewell’s presentation. britishceramicsbiennial.com

CERAMICS BIENNIAL: 2015 WINNER

Coco Chanel

Damien Hirst plates

Sir John and Lady Ritblat
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WARRINGTON has been named the
worst place in Britain for culture by a
new study despite having a museum
and art gallery featuring over 200,000
objects. The Cheshire town was found
to have no listed parks, areas of natural
beauty, battlefields, historical ships or
listed pubs by the Royal Society of Arts.

TOP10
• City of London
• Kensington and Chelsea
• Hastings
• Oxford
• Worcester
• Cambridge 
• Barrow-in-Furness
• Southend-on-Sea
• Portsmouth
• Torbay 

BOTTOM10
• West Lindsey
• Leeds
• South Tyneside
• South Kesteven
• Darlington
• St Albans
• Milton Keynes
• North Kesteven
• Luton 
• Warrington
Source: AP

‘The holy grail is to spend less time making
the picture than it takes people to look at it.’

BANKSY{RESTATE ‘Every good painter 
paints what he is.’ 
JACKSON POLLOCK{

{AN ART
NEWS 
MONITOR

......................

......................

{

10 BEST 
(AND WORST)
PLACES IN
THE UK 
FOR CULTURE

A CONVICTED art forger has claimed
he drew a ‘Renaissance’ portrait valued
at £100 million based on a girl at his
local Co-op store in Bolton. La Bella
Principessa is credited to Leonardo 
da Vinci, and supposedly drawn in the
15th century. Wily Shaun Greenhalgh
claims he produced the chalk and ink
drawing using an old council document
dating back to the 1500s as the canvas,
and a lid from a Victorian school desk
from Bolton Tech as the backing. In his
the book, Forger’s Tale, Greenhalgh

says he drew the picture in 1987 and it was
based on a girl called Sally who worked on
the checkouts. Experts believe it depicts 
13-year-old Bianca Sforza, the daughter of 
the Duke of Milan. Oddly, it was first 
documented only in 1998, and in 2010 art
historian Martin Kemp stated he believed it
was by Da Vinci. In 1998, Christie’s sold the
work for $21,800 as 19th-century.

Greenhalgh faked works in the garden shed
of his terrace home in Bromley Cross and
sold them to art houses and dealers across

the world. His parents, George and
Olive, were part of the scam which
famously included rare Roman or
Egyptian relics and pictures in the style
of Banksy, Tracey Emin, LS Lowry,
Samuel Peploe and Barbara
Hepworth. Greenhalgh was jailed for
four years and his parents received
suspended jail sentences. More
‘experts’ estimated they could have
earned as much as £10 million had all
their creations gone to sale. 
Source: Sunday Times

ARMED BANDITS have stolen 
17 paintings, including works by
Tintoretto, Rubens and Mantegna,
from the Castelvecchio Museum,
Verona. Reportedly, men dressed in
black entered the museum at the
evening change of guard, tied up 
and gagged the site's security officer
and a cashier before escaping in 
the security guard's car. Museum
director Paola Marini estimated 
the value of the (more or less
unsaleable) paintings at £10 million. 

WHY BOTHER?
List of key stolen paintings:
•  The Madonna of the Quail, Pisanello
•  Saint Jerome the Penitent, 
Jacopo Bellini

•  The Holy Family, Andrea Mantegna
•  Portraits of young men, 
Giovanni Francesco Caroto

•  Portrait of a Lady, Peter Paul Rubens
•  Landscape and Seaport, Hans de Jode
•  Portrait of Girolamo Pompei, 
Giovanni Benini 

•  Madonna nursing [and 6 others], 
Tintoretto

THE FORGER’S DOUBLE BLUFF?
The Greenhalgh Gang

Warhol’s Montauk Estate

WEALTHY ART collector and Upper 
East Side gallerist Adam Lindemann
reputedly bought Andy Warhol’s 
oceanfront compound in Montauk for 
$85 million. Sold by J.Crew CEO Mickey
Drexler, who combined Warhol’s one 
time estate, known as Eothen, with a 
24-acre horse farm, it dates back to the
1930s. It was originally constructed as 

a 5.7-acre ‘fishing camp’ for the Church
family – best known for inventing Arm &
Hammer Baking Soda.

Lindemann told the press: ‘I knew Andy 
in the early 1980s as a very young man,
and I’m a collector of his work – I’m very
lucky to have this opportunity to live out
this dream. It’s a work of art.’ Guests in
Warhol’s days included Elizabeth Taylor,
Mick Jagger, John Lennon, Halston and
Jackie O. Warhol bought the estate with
Paul Morrissey for about $225,000 in
1972. Drexler paid $27 million in 2007.
Much of the original acreage was donated
to the Peconic Land Trust. Lindemann’s
fortune comes from his father George‘s
success in pharmaceuticals and pipeline
companies. Source: New York Post

WARHOL
SEASIDE
RETREAT

HUNTER-gatherer artefacts, discovered in
Jersey CI, are believed to be at least 14,000
years old. The Ice Age Island project has
been working on the Les Varines site in the
south east area of Jersey for five years. 
Dr Chantal Conneller, co-director, said the
team was feeling confident that three 
fragments of an exotic stone which show
the traces of fine engraved lines, are 
examples of non-representational
Magdalenian art. They are newly similar 
to those found in Magdalenian camps in
France and Germany. Dr Conneller said
researchers were now certain that the 
incisions were made by men using stone
tools, they are often seen to have a magical
or religious use. The Magdalenian is one of
the later cultures of the Upper Palaeolithic
in Western Europe, dating from around
17,000 to 12,000 years ago. Magdalenian
culture disappeared as the cool, near-
glacial climate warmed around 10,000BC
and herd animals became scarce. Sites
have been found from Portugal in the 
west to Poland in the east. 

MEANWHILE: Among primitive tools 
uncovered in Alaska, archaeologists
unearthed a pendant made from bone.
Found on the Mead site at the Tanana
Basin, Delta Junction, the 12,300-year-old
jewellery is said to be oldest artwork in
North America and described as having
'delicate crosshatching' along its edge. The
oldest artwork in the world is a series of
paintings in Nerja Caves, 35 miles east of
Malaga, said to be 42,000 years old. Source: AP

ICE AGE 
ARTWORK FOUND 

ART DUBAI:
10TH EDITION
WITH MORE than 500 artists represented by
94 galleries from 40 countries, Art Dubai
2016 sees new galleries from Europe, the
USA, India and Turkey attend the Madinat
Jumeirah, 16-19 March, 2016 – including
Blain | Southern, Victoria Miro and
Grosvenor Gallery. Source: Art Dubai

Madinat Jumeirah, Dubai

Melvyn Bragg

ONE OF Britain’s most cherished arts 
broadcasters, Melvyn Bragg, joined the 
BBC as a general trainee in 1961. Amongst
other posts, he was editor of The South 
Bank Show and now presents In Our Time.
Asked to select things on his arts radar by
The Guardian he sited the Royal Institution
Talks. ‘These are free lectures, 70 a year, 
at Albemarle Street. This lecture theatre 
is a beautiful amphitheatre, perhaps the
most handsome and loveliest in London.
It’s where Humphry Davy and Michael
Faraday showed off some of the greatest
experiments of 19th-century science – 
the people who went included Dickens and
Darwin and HG Wells. It’s the most 
amazing thing, and hardly anyone knows
about it.’ They do now. rigb.org
Source: The Guardian

TALKING SHOP

BROAD
APPEAL
INLA

ELI AND Edythe Broad’s $140 million 
gift to Los Angeles opened with a 
200-piece, greatest-hits from their 2,000
item collection. The top-floor galleries
offered Pop Art classics of the 1950s and
60s and then moved into the 80s New
York of Cindy Sherman and Basquiat.
Yayoi Kusama’s Infinity Mirrored Room
and Jeff Koons’ high-sheen Blue Dog
added to the razzle dazzle. The Los
Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA)
once hoped for a bequest of the 
real-estate magnate's whole collection,
now it’s all housed at the Broad
Contemporary Art Museum (BCAM), 
with a stated goal to draw the ‘broadest
audience possible’. BCAM, in downtown
Los Angeles, was designed to store all
2,000 works in the Broad’s post war and
contemporary collection and ‘to make a
building that could contribute to the

urbanisation of Downtown L.A’. The
completed building is a wonderfully
peculiar sight. For more than a decade,
Broad has been trying to make Grand
Avenue an arts destination, flooding 
millions of dollars into the Museum of
Contemporary Art (MoCA). The new
museum reflects that civic aim – with
big names and no admission charge.
Source: Artspace

The Broad Museum

Eli Broad

Adam Lindemann

'I’m very lucky to have
this opportunity to live
out this dream. It’s a

work of art.’
ADAM LINDEMANN 

Castelvecchio Museum, Verona
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ANDRÉ BALAZS  
ELIZABETH SALTZMAN
Frieze  

COSIMA SPENDER   LAURA BAILEY
Frieze  

FRIEZE 
Regent’s Park, London

_______________________________________

GIMPEL
FILS GALLERY
Albert Irvin

MEMORIAL SHOW
Davies St.  London

LADY FOSTER   
LORD NORMAN FOSTER
Frieze

EMMA SOMERSET DAVIS  MARK METCALFE
Gimpel Fils

DASHA ZHUKOVA
Frieze

PRINCESS MICHAEL 
OF KENT
Frieze

JOEL WACHS   LISA PHILLIP
Frieze

CELIA IRVIN  PRISCILLA IRVIN
Gimpel Fils

GEORGE SHAW
Frieze

MARK HUDSON
Gimpel Fils

MATTHEW SLOTOVER
Frieze

FRANK COHEN
Frieze

VICTORIA SIDDALL
Frieze

DAVID GROB   LOUISE GROB
Frieze

HANS RAUSING   JULIA RAUSING
Frieze

SUE WEBSTER   DANNY FOX
Frieze

HELLY NAHMAD
Frieze

RESTATE ‘An empty canvas 
is full.’

ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG{

{AN ART
NEWS 
MONITOR

......................

......................

SINCE THE death of Jeanne-Claude in
2009, from complications of a brain
aneurysm, many thought Christo 
had retired. The couple had been
inseparable for 47 years, collaborators
for most of that time. They even
shared the same birthday, June 
13, 1935, and a penchant for using 
only a first name. He was born 
Christo Javacheff in Bulgaria, his 
wife Jeanne-Claude de Guillebon in
Morocco. But now, The Floating Piers
is his first outdoor installation and 
the first project conceived since
Jeanne-Claude’s death. For 16 days
starting 18 June 2016, on Italy’s Lake
Iseo, the public will be able to walk 
for nearly two miles on water, atop

200,000 floatable cubes covered in 
glittering, dahlia-yellow fabric made
from tightly woven nylon. At his New
York SoHo home and studio, where
collectors come to buy his artwork, 
the walls are filled with Floating 
Piers drawings. 

At 80, Christo could no longer wait
patiently for official permissions 
before proceeding as he has done in
the past: nearly 25 years to get the OK
to install The Gates in Central Park; 
24 years to wrap the Reichstag and 
10 years to shroud the Pont Neuf. 
Hats off to the Italians then….
Source: The New York Times

CHRISTO NEW PROJECT

A PEDESTRIAN Lucian Freud portrait of
the ex-husband of theDuchess of
Cornwallmade $34.89m in New York. 
The 7 ft-high work, known as The
Brigadier, smashed its pre-sale estimate
at Christie’s last November. Andrew
Parker Bowles spent two mornings a
week over 18 months with Freud in 2003
and 2004, and the two men struck up an
unlikely friendship. Parker Bowles, 75,
recalled: ‘It was a huge pleasure sitting for
Lucian who never did utter a dull word,
and though the process seemed very long,
I am hugely glad to have done it.’ A prime
example of the continual draw of blue chip
names for investors with more money
than taste. Source: AP

Christo

The Floating Piers

BOSH BOSH

Lucian Freud

WINTER
WONDERLAND
fig-2 goes country

IN ASSOCIATION with Outset
Contemporary Art Fund, fig-2, a
revival of Mark Francis and Jay
Jopling’s fig-1, has been presenting 
a series of 50 exhibitions in 50 weeks
at the ICA throughout the year. Now
extending its reach to Oxfordshire, 
an advent intervention brings three
contemporary artists and Deborah
Coughlin with her feminist choir,
Gaggle, to Bicester Village, to add
some culture to the mayhem of the
Christmas shopping experience.
Annika Ström and Shezad Dawood
each present film pieces and Vesna
Petresin fills a phone box with 
an otherworldly light and sound
installation.

fig-2 at Bicester Village
29 October – 20 December 2015
Bicester Village, 50 Pringle Drive, 
Bicester OX26 6WD

Vesna PetresinWearing the Sound of your Light,
2015  Photo Sara Nilsson

DON’T MISS

Gaggle A 21-minute musical about a woman 
and her rock, 2015  Photo Sara Nilsson
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HE LONDON ART 
business started to 
reinvent itself in the late 
1970s and as the 90s 
ended, it had morphed 
into the highly geared 
business seen today. 
Throughout the 80s,

London enjoyed a halcyon period where
the old ways meshed convivially with the
new breed of galleries, artists and collectors.
It was an era of personalities – not just the
legendary dealers like Leslie Waddington
and Anthony D’Offay – but Robert
Hiscox (art insurance); Simon de Pury
(auctions); Jim Moyes (shipping) and John
Jones (framing). In those easy going days
it was a common sight to see Jones leaning
on his van gossiping with art world
acquaintances in Cork Street or Bond
Street – a habit he gave up not that long
ago, despite being the head of an empire
unrecognisable from its origins in Essex
Road, Islington.

The name John Jones London is synonymous
with art framing, and latterly with the
benchmark of best quality in all aspects 
of the highly technical, skilled fabrication
that modern picture framing has become.
In 2014, their famous warehouse site adjacent
to Finsbury Park station was redeveloped
into a six story, ultra-modern complex 
centred on the family-owned business, 

plus hi-tec office space that is leased out to
selected companies which complement the
overall concept of The Arts Building1. The
57,000 square foot block houses design
studios, conservation room and a system of
workshops. It has not all been plain sailing
and added pressure was put on company
resources whilst it took 18 months to find
‘the right creative businesses’ to move in.

It is a tremendous achievement made 
possible, historically, by the singular drive
and vision of Jones himself – who, as has
been noted, despite working endless hours
on the factory floor, liked nothing more
than disappearing off to do the deliveries.
Today, whilst John remains a figurehead,
the company is in the capable hands of his
two sons, Matthew and Christian, and it

is they who have moved John Jones
London into the 21st century and a created
modern, forward looking company – 
consolidated recently by the appointment
of Jonathan Tann as Managing Director.
The brothers joined the business as
teenagers and never really considered any
other option. Both Matt and Christian are
fiercely loyal to their father who, having
been awarded a MBE, has finally been 
persuaded to spend more time on R&R.
Not that they were ever the ‘boss’s sons’ –
both started as tea boys and worked their
way through each specialist department,
learning the skills from the bottom and, in
doing so, gained the respect of their fellow
workers. In retrospect, Christian does not
recommend leaving school early without
qualifications, and the promise of a return
to further education just never happened.
In effect, he followed his brother through
an old style apprenticeship system – only
balking at gilding (‘I didn’t have the
patience’).

Face to face, one detects Matt (the older
by some two years) is more his father’s son,
and had the rigour and discipline needed to
confront the difficult decisions that such a
colossal expansion programme demanded.
He admits it was a financially fraught 
period making the transition. The popular
art materials shop had closed (people still
arrive at the door today looking for it) and

‘The name John Jones
London is synonymous with

art framing’{ }

the Project Space is currently suspended.
The severe financial strain the redevelop-
ment put the company under also 
required redundancies – and a cut back on
some of the sponsorships John Jones was
celebrated for. Tough decisions that were
made to drive the firm forward. Christian
(b 1972) freely admits he is most happy
visiting customers and liaising with serious
collectors who get thoroughly involved
with the process of framing their art. For
both brothers, a Saturday job has evolved
into an executive career where they each
have over 25 years experience as specialists. 

One thing Matt and Christian are
adamant about is the importance of 
accessibility and approachability, despite
JJL’s reputation for focusing on expensive,
high-end product. Matt knows the days
when a casual visitor could spend ‘the
whole afternoon’ discussing a small job,
drinking tea and chewing the fat with
Nick Hawker are in the past. But an 
interaction with the public at large is

important and maintained through 
‘educational events – talks, seminars, 
workshops – around the subjects of art, its
presentation and its protection,’ and also
participation in external events. Matt can
also envisage reinstating the Project Space
and JJL Awards scheme once the current
period of stabilisation has been achieved.
To address the volatile state of the art
trade, Christian is also working on a
‘defined range’ – a fixed selection of 
profiles and finishes – which can be
streamlined at manufacture without 
lowering standards and can be offered at 
a very economic pricing.

The value of individual artworks, and the
highly geared system for trading art and
showing it in galleries and museums, has
changed the face of framing beyond all
recognition. JJL worked on the familiar
gold frames of Francis Bacon’s Three
Studies of Lucian Freud, which realised
$142,405,000 at auction in 2013. The
days when non-reflective glass was 

considered a sophisticated development
look medieval against the requirements
demanded by the art business today. It’s a
highly technical affair with conservation
standards ceding to museum quality as a
benchmark. The humidity and temperature
controlled studios at JJL are often more
sophisticated environments than national
museums can provide, and light levels are
strictly controlled. The Arts Building can
even create frames that maintain their own
‘micro-climate’ to offset difficult external
conditions utilising state-of-art products 
like Artsorb (to control humidity) and
Microchamber board (anti-pollutant). And
it might be a surprise to learn that Matt
Jones is not above recommending (special)
acrylic instead of glass when overweight
becomes an issue.

As the company that launched 40 years
ago – into a more sanguine climate – 
has survived, grown and matured into 
a major enterprise, it is clear that 
professionalism, skill and customer service
remain the key ingredients for success.
John Jones can congratulate himself that
the many years spent realising a vision
based on excellence has been recognised 
by his clients and consolidated by the next
generation. It might be a long way from
Essex Road – but it’s still in Islington.

NOTES 1. Push PR, Yawn Creative 
and PreLoaded are some of the occupants. 

Push PR, Yawn Creative and PreLoaded
are some of the occupants. 

THEFRAMEGAME
WHEN THE BEST IS BARELY

GOOD ENOUGH
TEXT MIKE VON JOEL   |   PORTRAIT ED SYKES   |   INTERIORS ADRIAN HOUSTON

T
Christian Jones and Matthew Jones The Arts Building, Finsbury Park.

Framing and conservation processes

JOHN JONES LONDON THE FRAME GAME
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HEN SABINE 
MORITZ came 
across A Russian 
Journal, John 
Steinbeck and Robert
Capa’s eyewitness

account of their travels through the Soviet
Union in the early years of the Cold War,
she was fascinated. The book, published in
1948, described everyday life, eked out
under Stalin in appalling conditions.
Moritz found herself drawn into Capa’s
photographs of harvest time in Ukraine,
going along on the trip in her mind with
the photojournalist as he recorded women
bent over double in the fields, threshing
and baling, and children waiting for their
mothers. And the Cologne-based artist
used these images as the foundation for the
work in her recent exhibition Harvest at
the Pilar Corrias gallery. 

Moritz lingers in this pastoral scene, 
which exudes a peaceful air reminiscent 
of bucolic works by Brueghel, Millet or
Van Gogh. But below the surface of her
paintings lurk hard labour and the human
will to survive. 

‘I am fascinated by the history of that
time,’ she explains. ‘The Second World
War had only been over a couple of years.
There was incredible hunger and many
starved to death during the Stalin regime.
But people always try to carry on, do what
they have to do.’ 

Moritz speaks from the heart. Born in
Soviet-controlled East Germany in 1969,
she spent her first years in Quedlinburg, 
a picturesque medieval town just north 
of the Harz mountains. But at the age of
four she moved with her mother and elder
twin brothers to Lobeda, a stark new,
high-density satellite of the city of Jena. It
was in this grim setting that she started to
draw and paint. 

‘When I felt bored and sad it made me 
feel better,’ she laughs. ‘The area where we
lived was so ugly and boring. There was 
no cultural life at all. Everything was
newly built and they tried to keep the 
old culture and ideology away. “We are
new humans! We make new history!
Everything is new!” – that was the 
message. I read a lot and my first strong
cultural influences are from books not
paintings. I’d read a lot of adventure
stories about India and America to escape
to a dream world.’

Little did Moritz realise that the concrete
jungle where she spent her formative years
would later become a recurring theme in
her work. After moving to Jena in 1981,
the family then got permission to move to
West Germany in 1985. In 1989, Moritz

took up a place at Offenbach University
of Art and Design. Here she started 
drawing her childhood memories of
Lobeda. ‘My first real body of work 
was drawings I did from memory. 
I remembered the place where I lived
when I was a child and I tried to map 
the area.’ 

These drawings are tinged with melancholia
but also give out a sense of detachment.
The more than 100 pencil drawings were
completed by the end of 1994. In the

meantime Moritz had transferred to
Düsseldorf Art Academy and, after one
year there, she opted to join the class of
Gerhard Richter. In doing so, she became
the last ever pupil to sign up with Richter
as he prepared to end his formal teaching
commitments. 

Moritz produced a second substantial 
collection on the theme of Lobeda in
watercolour, oil, acrylic, charcoal and
coloured pencil on paper and canvas over
two years. In 1994, Moritz began to

appear in photographs used by Richter 
as sources for his paintings and they
married the following year. They now 
have three children and live in Cologne, a
20-minute commute from Moritz’s studio
in the city-centre. 

Another important theme of Moritz’s 
work revolves around war, often depicting
military vehicles on land, sea and in the
air, using newspaper photographs as source
material. And, over the past ten years, she
has been examining the structure and 
symbolism of helicopters, returning to
them over and over again. ‘Helicopters 
are more active, they appear more
autonomous and less contemplative than
aeroplanes. They can fly in any direction.
They can suddenly loom into view and
disappear again. As symbols, they are
much more versatile. If aircraft were fish,
helicopters would be amphibians.’  

A third strand of Moritz’s work is still
life. As a child, she would escape her
neighbourhood’s anonymous blocks, 
so similar that sometimes she couldn’t 
find her own home, by going to the 
surrounding mountains and forest, 
instilling in her a love of plants and 
flowers. Regular subjects are lilies, asters,
orchids and roses. In Roses (2005), small 
helicopters circle a vase of roses like 
hovering insects.  

Moritz is never entirely happy with her
work. ‘I am never content. I must always
make the next show better, more precise,’
she says. She cannot say which of her 
previous shows she feels best about. ‘I
think about it, but I can’t say because all
my artworks are my children. They are 
all part of my world. And they all have
different functions like the parts of the
body, all are important in different 
ways. They are a body of work. Some 
are the heart, the feet, hands – everything
is connected together in my mind. 
And you learn. You start and make a s
how and you know later, “OK, today I
would make this show different”. But, at
the time, it was the best I could do.’

Sabine Moritz: Harvest
20 November 2015 - 14 January 2016
Pilar Corrias Gallery, 54 Eastcastle St. W1W 8EF

LINKS
sabine-moritz.com  pilarcorrias.com

W

ENDLESS SKIES

ENDLESS SKIES
Sabine Moritz’ impressions of the

unchanging tradition across the steppes 
of Eastern Europe

TEXT MICHAEL BARNETT   |   PORTRAIT DAFYDD JONES

‘My first strong 
cultural influences
are from books 
not paintings…’

Clockwise from top
Der Rote Rock  (The Red Skirt) 2015  
Oil on canvas

Fluss - Frau im Wasser 2010 (Detail)
Charcoal, oil crayon and oil on paper

Arbeit IV (Work IV) 2015  
Charcoal, oil crayon and oil on paper

Dorffriedhof  (Village Cemetery) 2015  
Oil on canvas

All images courtesy of the artist 
and Pilar Corrias Gallery

SABINE MORITZ
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NYONE WHO 
has been anywhere 
in east London over 
the past decade will 
be familiar with the 
work of the street 
artist, Stik. His 
white-bodied, 
skinny-legged 
‘stickmen’ adorn

many a door and building, and the 
largest of them all, Big Mother (2014), 
her child clinging to her side, gazes 
forlornly down from a height of 38.4
metres on Charles Hocking House, 
a condemned social housing block 
in Acton. 

‘Big Mother is my masterpiece,’ says the
artist modestly. ‘Strangely, the mother and
child took nine months to organise. The
council approached me thinking I’d want
to paint one of the little walls but, as I
looked up at this big wall, I said: “Well,
how about that one?!” I think they were
unsure if I could actually do it. To be 
honest, so was I. But it was just a matter
of persisting. It was the result of a lot of
hard work from a lot of people. It’s very
hard to be taken seriously as an artist 
when you're hiring plant machinery
because they're not used to artists and 
they just really didn't get it. The actual
painting part took about two weeks. 
There were issues with rain and machines
breaking down. We went through three
different companies. It was a major 
undertaking. I used an industrial sprayer
called an airless paint compressor and it
makes a whining noise and a spray mark
about half a metre wide, which is quite
exhilarating. It paints everything – people's
gardens, passing cars, everything gets it.
It's like a fine mist of spray over everything
in the area.’

Stik initially decided to paint a mother
and child because it was for a family 
area and, simply, ‘just because it's a cool
image.’ As the work progressed, however,
social housing became a really big media
issue. ‘So I painted the mother looking
worriedly off to the side and the child
looking forlornly down at the new 
development,’ Stik explains. ‘All the 
construction in the foreground is 
private development: high cost, luxury
apartments. It's a strong symbol of what's

happening to us as a society. It became 
the theme of the work. It was a perfect
junction of ideas and politics all coming
together at the same time.’

Stik began painting on the streets when 
he was homeless in 2003. His early 
works – all of which he photographed on
disposable cameras at the time (thankfully,
since many no longer exist, following 
demolition to make way for the Olympic
site) – tell of his personal struggle to find

shelter. His more recent works have taken
on a community role and have taken the
artist around the globe, including to 
New York, Poland, Japan and the remote
Norwegian island of Sera. Nowadays, 
people know who the artist is and he just
uses the name Stik as a formality. ‘People
know who I am but they respect my 
privacy,’ he says gratefully. ‘I'm not as
anonymous as some street artists, but 
I made that sacrifice myself. I sacrificed 
my absolute anonymity to engage with
communities.

‘I feel it's my role, as an artist, to engage
with social issues and to shine a light on
social struggle. This started out as my 
own struggle. I lived in abandoned 
buildings and I ended up squatting 
alongside politically motivated people
from all round the world who taught me
about ideas of solidarity. The concept of
doing something for a community you've
never met or identifying a commonality:
your struggle and other people's struggle.
The very act of putting paint on, in the
public sphere, is political in itself. It brings
up issues of ownership – public ownership
versus private ownership – and freedom 
of speech.

‘I never felt bad, painting walls. I always
felt that I was doing something with a 
positive intention. And the overwhelming
reaction to my work is positive because
people understand. I'm engaging with the
community, I'm not vandalising. I'm not
going out to destroy, I'm actually trying 
to beautify my area. I really believe in
community now. I've felt that support, 
it's the community that's helped me 
to get where I am now, I couldn't have
done this on my own. I get a warm 
fuzzy feeling when I talk about 
community.’

STIK ON
MESSAGE

A
A simple icon of street art has endeared the 

public and authorities alike
TEXT ANNA MCNAY   |   PORTRAIT DAFYDD JONES

‘I don't like the idea of
being a celebrity’{ }

Squat Rave Photo: Claude Crommelin 

STIK in his London studio.  
(Photo Dafydd Jones)

STIK ON MESSAGE
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Stik, whose moniker comes from his 
stick-like figures (‘I took out the C because 
graffiti artists always seem to have four-
letter names. And it was quicker to write.’)
never studied art. ‘I didn't go to art school.
I barely went to school,’ he laughs. But he
spent time working as a life model to earn
some cash. ‘That gave me all the education
I needed to understand anatomy. I had
artists just observing me. And I was 
understanding the body from the inside.’
He learnt about poses that were natural
and could be held for longer periods 
and he applied these to his figures. ‘They
started to take on a kind of classical 

composition,’ he laughs, but look at them
and it’s true. 
A hip pushed out here, a kink in a knee
there. ‘It’s a kind of self-portrait, from the
inside. It's my lines of awareness of my
own body, down to the little ankles and
the wrists that I give them. They show the
physical strain that's in the body.’

Stik deliberately leaves his figures unclad,
except for their expressive eyes. ‘My 
challenge is the reductive part, it's to
reduce something down to its purest 
elements. It’s a meditation thing. I spend 
a lot of time trying to capture that little

spark of life. Every painting, no matter
how big it is, is done freehand. It's not
about proportions and it’s blatantly not
about being anatomically correct. It's
about capturing that spark.’ Over the 
last few years, Stik has begun to make his 
figures’ eyes elliptical to add an extra angle
of expression. ‘They're not just dots. It
adds in a third dimension. I'm a nerd,’ he
laughs. ‘I’m an art nerd.’

In 2013, Stik produced a print edition for
Big Issue, using money from an out of
court settlement with a company who'd
used his work in an advertisement without
asking. He made 75,000 prints, which
went inside every copy of the magazine,
for one week only. ‘It was the coldest week
on record in the last 20 years and it was
snowing and it was just absolutely perfect.
These people were selling the Big Issue,
with the poster inside, and, by day three,
they were being sold on the secondary
market for £100 each. So people were
going out, actively seeking Big Issue
vendors. I went round the country signing
the magazine in their depots and people
were queuing and buying it in bulk. We
saved lives that week. People die on the
street from exposure when it snows. We
got lots of people into hostels that week. 
It was magical.’

More recently, Stik did a fundraiser for the
NHS this October, raising £50,000 for the
Homerton Hospital Regional Neurological
Rehabilitation Unit. ‘We did a print run of
100 prints [Sleeping Baby, 2015] and we
had people queuing through the night.
People came down at two o'clock in the
morning. I never think it's right calling
them fans. They're people who like what
I'm representing, and who are supporting
what I do, so I call them supporters, like
with football teams, rather than fans, like 
a pop star. I don't like the idea of being 
a celebrity.’

Stik sees art as a great leveller. ‘Street 
art, in particular, seems to break social
boundaries, class boundaries, racial 

boundaries. It is a global movement but
it's a local movement as well. Every town
has street artists now and it's completely
decentralised the art movement. Galleries
have held art hostage for centuries. Art 
history as it's known is actually only the
history of commercial art – art funded by
rich people, to paint on little squares of
canvas or wood, to hang in their palaces.
Street art is the most broad-reaching art
movement in the history of art. It's art for
the people, by the people. It's not about
material worth, it's not about buying and
selling, it goes beyond that.’

Stik describes street art as having ‘a real
earthiness’. ‘We're very grounded,’ he says
of himself and his fellow street artists.
‘We're painting directly on to the world.
We are like the cave painters from the Ice
Age. We're connecting with our landscape,
which just happens to be the city. But 
even now, we're transgressing. I’ve made a
piece in Sera in Norway. It's an island, 15
kilometres off the mainland, in the middle
of the North Sea, with a population of
200. The people of the island decided they
wanted to do a street art festival. They're a
municipality, so they're independent from
the mainland. There are these two wind
turbines, which power the entire island,
and I painted them. This is the most
remote street art, I think, in the world!’

Ever philosophical in his outlook, Stik
concludes: ‘It's a fascinating world once
you start looking at it. I just try to simplify
the elements of it that I can understand in
my art. There's an awful lot I don't 
understand, but I'm trying to educate
myself. Street art is to gallery art what the
safari is to the zoo. It's outdoor fireworks
to the disappointment of indoor fireworks.’ 

NOTES
STIK, a monograph of the artist’s work 
from 2003-2015, is published by Century
in hardback, £20.

LINKS 
stik.org A Couple Hold Hands Claude Crommelin

STIK ON MESSAGE

'Street art is to gallery art
what the safari is to the zoo'{ }

Big Mother Photo: Joce Division

Top right
Family

Bottom right
Climate Change

PROJECT
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Brian Sewell
BRIAN SEWELL was born 15 June, 
1931 in Leicestershire and died
19 September, 2015 in London, aged 84.
The art critic at the London Evening
Standard for more than 30 years,
Sewell’s private disappointment was his
rejection by the world of academia. His
death was widely reported.

THE SCOTSMAN
When Anthony Blunt, then the Surveyor
of the Queen’s Pictures, was exposed in
1979 as the ‘Fourth Man’ in the Soviet
spy ring, Sewell sheltered him in a
friend’s house in Chiswick, claiming he
was ‘an honourable man’ and that the
information Blunt had passed to the
enemy was ‘minor and futile’ […] But it
was the press interviews after Blunt’s
exposure which rocketed Sewell to fame.
Sewell railed on a host of subjects,
including those who watched Cilla Black
shows or read Jeffrey Archer novels. 

PETA-UK  
(Ethical Treatment of Animals)
Brian was devoted to his beloved 
adopted dogs, Lottie, Jack and Winck.
He teamed up with PETA back in 2010 to
help other less fortunate dogs […] Last
year, he published a children’s book, 
The White Umbrella, about a man who 
rescues a donkey who has been neglected
and overworked. Going through cancer
treatments and being at the mercy of
doctors and scientists gave him a deeper
understanding of the suffering of 
animals in laboratories.

PINK NEWS
Last year, he criticised same-sex 
marriage – despite being openly gay
himself. ‘Not all homosexuals are so
exhibitionist,’ he said. Sewell had 
previously caused controversy for 
complaining that soaps have too many
gay characters – accusing the BBC of
spreading ‘sexual propaganda’ to children.

NORTHERN ECHO
An illegitimate child, he was raised in
near-poverty in Whitstable, to which his
parents – a philandering father and his
mistress – retreated for both its then
obscurity and their inability to afford
London rents.

HINCKLEY TIMES
A veteran art critic and broadcaster from
Market Bosworth has died aged 84 after
a year-long battle with cancer. Mr Sewell
was born in 1931 in Market Bosworth,
and raised by his mother in Kensington,
London, following the suicide of his
father, the composer Philip Heseltine.

Poppy Jackson
AS PART of the recent SPILL Festival 
of Performance, one brave, hardy and
stark naked artist, Poppy Jackson,
straddled both the roof of Toynbee 
Hall and public opinion with 
her controversial performance 
piece, Site.

THE EVENING STANDARD (pixelated) 
Witness Raquel Rodrigues, 29, 
photographed her from a nearby rooftop
and said the extraordinary scene was
visible to passers-by in the street.
The marketing manager told the
Standard: ‘It looked very uncomfortable,
I don't think there was anything between
her and the rooftop. I don't know how
she got away with it – if I was walking
around naked I'd be arrested. There are
lots of businesses around, people were
having a peek and then going back to
work’. Ms Rodrigues said that while 
the woman was turning heads, she 
did not create too much of a stir as 
people in east London are used to
unconventional sights.

EAST END REVIEW (not pixelated)
Look at the two pictures that were 
originally tweeted, really look at them,
and you can see the beauty in the image.
Across the roofs and red brick walls of
that corner of East London, Jackson sits
quietly, dignified and statuesque.
Amongst the moss, ivy and tiles her body
stands out, a little fleshy intervention, a
different perspective on the space.
What’s happening is an art piece, a piece
of art. You might not like it, you might
hate it, you might think it’s funny, or you
might not care. But to treat it like a joke
is to dismiss something powerful.

THE GUARDIAN (not pixelated)
Inevitably, Site gave the tabloids a field
day as they expressed incredulity at 
what people get up to in the name of 
art. But of course it was unassumingly
beautiful and quietly moving to behold.
Site recalls the grotesque Sheela Na
Gig stone figures sometimes found on
ancient Romanesque churches, whose
origins remain disputed, but which 
some believe go back to pagan times
and were believed to offer protection
against evil spirits. One of the 
interesting things about Site is the way
that Jackson seems to become as one 
with the building, part of its very 
architecture, as if her body is an 
extension of the brickwork. Only 
when she moves to descend from 
her precarious eerie does she 
seem vulnerable, subject to 
human fallibility. 

Jackson Pollock
AS TESTS suggest a pigment used in
some of the paintings was not 
commercially available before the
artist’s death in 1956, experts once
again question the authenticity of a
group of works purportedly by 
Jackson Pollock.

THE ART NEWSPAPER
The Art Newspaper has seen reports
written by Nicholas Eastaugh, the 
director of Art Analysis & Research 
(formerly Art Access & Research), 
examining the pigments used in 23
paintings. Of those, 12 were found to
include CI Pigment Yellow 74, which was
not commercially available before the
Abstract Impressionist artist died in
1956. Reports on each of these 12 works
state: ‘The earliest forms of this class 
of pigment appeared on the commercial
market in 1910 (PY1), with others 
following in the 1920s (such as PY4-6).
However, the date of introduction of
PY74 is commonly given in the literature
as 1957. This consequently raises a
number of issues.’

ART MONACO MAGAZINE
Dr Richard Taylor, leading this team of
experts, published his findings in the
prestigious scientific journal Nature: ‘the
larger fractals are, in a way, the painter’s
movement signature, his imprints. The
smaller fractals are also evidences of
the painter’s decisions: the distance of
the body to the canvas, the fluidity of the
paint or the angle and strength of its 
trajectory’. Hence, despite the silence of
the Krasner Pollock Foundation, many
inspired individuals hailing from various
professional fields have contributed to
the preservation of Pollock’s legacy,
once threatened by a saddened and
revengeful soul.

THE NEW YORK TIMES
This pursuit of scientific validation has
only deepened as art historians and
institutions like the Pollock-Krasner
Foundation, which shut down its 
authentication board in 1996, retreat
from certifying art for fear of being sued.
But science has its limits. Paint or paper
may help establish the date of a work,
while hair and fibers can help pinpoint
where it was made. A work’s provenance
must also be verified. Still, connoisseurs
— as well as most auction houses who
rely on them — maintain that true
authorship cannot be established 
without an expert evaluation of the 
composition and individual strokes that
reveal an artist’s ‘signature’.

Deaccessioning
NEW YORK’s MoMA auction sold more
than 200 lots of British furniture and
decorative art, raising in excess of
$4m. In the UK, the Museums'
Association can impose sanctions –
including withdrawing accreditation
and restricting access to 
future funding – on sales that don’t
conform to strict rules. But with
increasing numbers of regional 
museums being forced to close, 
is this just?

SMITHSONIAN.COM 
Though some argue that it’s costly for
museums to store works (since most
don’t have the space to display all of
their art), others feel that’s within the
obligations of institutions that have 
committed to preserving art. But as
museums face down debt, budget 
cuts and fears for the future, they’re
increasingly looking to their valuable 
collections as a potential means of 
survival. Ironically, some museums find
that once they announce their intention
of selling works, attendance increases.
Carvajal reports that visitors are 
‘flocking’ to say goodbye to works of 
art at the Westphalia State Museum 
for Art in Germany, which could lose
much of its art this year. 

THE CONVERSATION
Besides, why shouldn’t the museum 
dispose of objects? To view the museum
as a space where history stands still is 
to misunderstand the nature of history
itself. As the Italian philosopher
Benedetto Croce famously said in 1941,
‘all history is contemporary history’. Our
history is a complex nexus of the past,
the present and what we think the future
might be. This inevitably involves us 
disposing of things that were of interest
to our forebears, but we deem no longer
to be of interest to us, and by extension,
our descendants. The museum has also
always been involved in these processes.
Its structural role in the art market
means it is a barometer of the 
economics of taste.

APOLLO 
Arch-commentator and former
Chairman of the National Trust Simon
Jenkins has heretofore led the charge,
calling the hoarding of pictures and
objects in the world’s grandest museums
a ‘scandal’ and accusing museums and
galleries of having an ‘institutional 
craving to own’. He advocates sale, loans
or repatriation – pretty much anything
that will get artworks out of storage and
on to walls and plinths.

STATEMENT WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT
FOUR ARTISTS OF TODAY

JUDITH BURROWS
AWARD-WINNING filmmaker and photographer Judith Burrows
takes inspiration from the musicians she works with and the 
landscapes she works within to produce haunting and dramatic 
canvases. Her dystopian scenarios are deserted except for the 
odd lone figure, whose shadow is repeated, creating numerous 
episodes within one frame. Narratives of Location is an 

exploration into the resonance of place. The series derives from reference
photographs taken while researching locations for photographic portraiture.
Collaging in song texts and mono-prints, with a mixture of gouache and oils,
the resulting palimpsest combines a sense of age and agelessness, a myriad
dramatic narratives culminating in one single image: a multiply exposed negative. 

Judith Burrows (1950, Sussex)
BA Film and Photography, University of Westminster, 1992
Lives and works in London
judithburrows.wordpress.com 

Judith Burrows: It was written. I should be loyal to the nightmare of my choice 2014  Mixed media on canvas

JESC BUNYARD
JESC BUNYARD’S WORK combines photographic methods with 
performance and installation to create immersive experiences that 
deviate from the expected. Interested in the politics of listening and 
viewing, her beautiful, biomorphic photograms have been used by the 
Angel Orchestra as a visual score, giving rise to Photo Piece (2012). 
She also creates soundtracks to accompany them and uses them as

the basis for filmic work, seeking to push the photograph beyond its two-dimensional
boundaries, enabling the viewer to engage perceptually with her work. Bunyard was
included in Bloomberg New Contemporaries (2014) and was shortlisted as a finalist
in the Digital Graffiti juried art competition at Alys Beach, Florida (2015).

Jesc Bunyard  (1991, Rugby)
BA Fine Art and Art History, Goldsmiths, 2013
Lives and works in London
jessicabunyard.com  

ALEX J WOOD
ALEX J WOOD’S SCULPTURES resonate with British eccentricity 
and notions of obsessiveness. His intricate models combine lo-fi 
materials, such as paper or wax, with a high art material, such as 
bronze. This juxtaposition creates amusing sculptures that relate 
narratives of human endeavour. His ongoing series of space travel 
inspired bronzes began in 2014 while Foundry Fellow at

Camberwell College of Arts. Wood has gone on to win the Picton Art Prize (2015)
and be shortlisted for the Clifford Chance Sculpture Award (2013 and 2014), the
Mark Tanner Sculpture Award and the Henry Moore Plinth Prize (both 2015). He
has held residencies in in Beijing and Tokyo and was recently commissioned by
Penguin Books to create a sculpture for Foyles’ flagship London store.

Alex J Wood (1988, Kent)
MA Fine Art, Chelsea, 2013
Lives and works in Kent and London
alexjwood.co.uk

Alex J Wood: 

Fly Me To The Moon 

2014 patinated bronze, 

University of the Arts 

London Collection

JAMES MACKENZIE
PREVIOUSLY a portrait artist and a secondary school art teacher, 
James Mackenzie has been focusing on his own art making since 
2013. He describes his style as natural, almost spontaneous, allowing

his to take hold and create scenes, which previously only existed as 
memories or unconscious recollection. His highly expressive portraits
capture the extremes of human emotion and his abstract landscapes

represent geometric architectural forms, which merge the man-made with the 
natural. His recent series of skyscapes has been inspired by the Northern Lights 
and combine Munch with Turner in expressionistic turmoil. Mackenzie was a 
semi-finalist in the Saatchi Art Showdown competition last year.

James Mackenzie (1977, Epping)
BA Fine Art, University of Hertfordshire, 2000
Lives and works in Essex
mackenzieart.co.uk

Jesc Bunyard: Untitled 2013 C-type photogram 

James Mackenzie: The Lay of the Land 2013 acrylic on canvas

VISIBLE
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PEOPLE |  KATE MCCGWIRE FEATHERED FRIENDS

National d'Histoire Naturelle in Paris,
MccGwire’s work is an entirely different
construct and evokes an uncanny influence
over viewers as a form that is neither animal
nor artefact. She recalls this exhibition as 
an opportunity to elevate the perceived 
status of pigeons, by installing something 
monumental crafted from their feathers in
one of the greatest natural history museums
in the world. ‘I enjoyed being able to bring
some of the collection’s beauty and exoticism
to the everyday,’ she says, looking back.

Though her work aligns itself with the 
language of natural history, MccGwire’s
materials are waste products sourced from
gamekeepers and pigeon fanciers. ‘People
often ask me where I get my feathers. I’ve
built up a network of pigeon fanciers over
the years who send me their birds’ molted
feathers twice a year. The materials have a
miraculous quality about them; you can’t
buy them, as is the case with conventional

artists’ materials. I’ve built up a 
relationship with these people through 
years of correspondence. Some of them
have come to my exhibitions and it’s a
whole different world for them – it’s a 
privilege to show them the final product.’

With titles including Writhe, Seeth and
Brood, the language MccGwire uses is 
as evocative and physical as the works
themselves. ‘I think about my titles for a
very long time,’ she explains. ‘I try to
choose words with multiple meanings, that
have a bodily reference and that will have
their own visceral connection with the 
audience.’ Inspired by artists from Doris
Salcedo and Eva Hesse to Cornelia Parker
and William Kentridge, MccGwire’s 
distinctive sculpture has gained a dedicated
collector base since her entry into the 
market back in 2004. This marked one of
her proudest moments, when her work was
purchased and showcased by the Saatchi
Gallery directly following her MA show. An
early exhibition at Shoreditch Town Hall
curated by Flora Fairbairn also stands 
as a key moment in her early career, as
MccGwire recalls: ‘This is the show in
which I made my first cabinet work – VEX.
I won the Heart of Glass award for that and

still encounter people who remember that
piece’. She has since gone on to enjoy 
highlights including showing at the famous
Musée de la Chasse et de la Nature, where
her work found a home alongside the 
museum’s expansive collections and rich,
decorative interiors. 

Most recently, she has had the unique 
experience of seeing her designs walk down
the Paris catwalk as part of a collaboration
with Ann Demeulemeester – ‘a pretty mind
blowing, pinch-yourself moment’. This 
latest project reveals a new dimension of 
her work with feathers and quills, as she
collaborated with Demeulemeester for the
Spring/Summer 2016 collection at Paris

Fashion Week in a darkly seductive collection
of dresses produced in butter-soft black
leather and diaphanous printed silks, 
interwoven with her distinctive patterns
made in both rooster feather and pigeon
quills. MccGwire recalls: ‘I worked closely
with the designer Sebastien Meunier who
visited the studio out on the river and 
brainstormed with me. It was beautiful 
to see these sculptural elements being
encompassed within the collection’. Her
work spans the creative arts beyond solo
exhibitions and museum installations.
MccGwire’s Stigma works featured in 
choreographer Akram Khan’s One Side to
Other show at the Lowry in 2014 and 
her intricate circular feather piece Quiver

features as the album cover for electro-trance
group Eskimo. Next year, MccGwire will
embark on another cross-disciplinary 
project in Tokyo with a fashion brand. 

In the future, MccGwire looks forward 
to working creatively with more European
museums to interpret their permanent 
collections and another large-scale 
installation is on the cards. Operating 
independently of a London-based gallery,
MccGwire is represented by Paris gallery 
La Galerie Particulière and finds the freedom
of following her own path liberating: ‘I can
work on all sorts of different projects – not
all of which need to be commercial – which
makes life very dynamic and exciting.’ 
With 2016 promising major projects in
Tokyo, Hong Kong and a project with 
the Philadelphia Berman Museum as well 
as a solo show in Paris with La Galerie
Particulière in September, MccGwire’s 
international profile is set to grow even 
further. But with an 18-month trip across
Europe on her Dutch barge planned, her
connection to the waterways and wilderness
of the countryside is sure to yield powerful
new inspirations in the future.
LINKS
katemccgwire.com

‘I did a series of skeleton 
drawings and paintings as a 
student. Death never scared 
me but I’ve always been drawn
to the objects and artefacts 

that surrounded it’
KATE MCCGWIRE

Ann Demeulemeester Spring/Summer 2016  Photo: Dan Lecca

Siren 2015  Mixed media with crow feathers and Berengo Glass  Photo: Francesco Allegretto

FEATHERED FRIENDS
Flights of fancy transformed into objects 

of discovered beauty
TEXT  FIONA RUSSELL   |   IMAGES COURTESY AMANDA CLARKEO

Gyre 2012   Mixed media with crow feathers  Photo: Tessa Angus Discharge  2015  Mixed media with pigeon feathers
COURTESY GALERIE MICHAEL HAAS

VER THE past decade, 
the sinuous petroleum-
coloured coils of Kate 
MccGwire’s uncanny 
feather sculptures have 
appeared in museums and 
galleries around the world,
from the New York

Museum of Art and Design to the Venice
Biennale. Her works range from vast, 
serpentine feather installations such as 
Gyre (2012), to intricate pieces such as her
Stigma series (2011-15) where fine layers of
pigeon tail feathers emerge from chasms in
sheets of lead. 

MccGwire grew up on the Norfolk Broads
where her father built boats – since then 
she has felt a connection to the water that
endures to the present, and her studio is
based on a large Dutch Barge on the River
Thames near Hampton Court. She initially
trained at the University for the Creative

Arts, Farnham, and later completed an MA
in Sculpture at the Royal College of Art.
MccGwire has gone on to expand her 
repertoire to include partnerships with 
fashion designers and choreographers. Her
childhood made a lasting impact on her
later work and she recalls: ‘I was always 
surrounded by wildlife, from starlings 
congregating on the marshes around the
boatyard to skulls and bones from dead
birds and animals that were easy to find 
in the fields nearby. I remember being 
fascinated by the bony forms of Norfolk
flint – and I still find it to be very sculptural.
Before it’s cracked and used as building
materials, it almost resembles hip bones 

and has a distinctive shape that even 
Henry Moore based some of his works on’. 

The materials MccGwire uses have a certain
morbid association, from teeth and bones
to feathers and quills. The concept of death
has influenced her work from early on: 
‘I did a series of skeleton drawings and
paintings as a student. Death never scared
me but I’ve always been drawn to the
objects and artefacts that surrounded it – I
used to go and sit in the taxidermy shop 
in Norwich where a live owl watched over
the counter’. Taxidermy may appear to
complement her work, in cases such as her
vast installation Discharge at the Muséum
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country’s art world. Although largely
associated with the late 19th-early/20th-
century artist and architect Charles Rennie
Mackintosh, Glasgow has been home to a
thriving contemporary art scene ever since
the establishment of the Glasgow School of
Art (1845), for which Mackintosh 

N 1996, Hans-Ulrich Obrist
famously dubbed Glasgow’s 
booming art scene ‘the Glasgow 
Miracle’ and, while Edinburgh 
might be the official capital of 
Scotland, it is its larger sister that 
is undoubtedly the capital of the

constructed his masterpiece building on
Renfrew Street between 1897-1909 (sadly
severely damaged in a fire of 2014). In the
last 20 years, the GSA has spawned 18
Turner Prize winners and nominees, with
Douglas Gordon being the first winner in
1996 and Martin Boyce the fourth and

most recent in 2011, following on as 
third Glaswegian in succession, after Susan
Philipsz and Richard Wright. 2015 – 
seemingly somewhat overdue – saw the city
host the award for the first time.

‘If I were an artist, I’d be there in a hot
moment,’ says Sarah McCrory, the Director
of Glasgow International 2016. ‘The 
community is really supportive of artists. 
It’s a different pace and sense of urgency.
That’s why the festival is such a success.’
The biannual event, set to return in April, 
is just one of the major arts festivals to take
place in the city. Others include the month-
long Mackintosh Festival (every October)
and Sonica, an impressive 11-day sonic arts
festival, the 8th edition of which took place
last November, showcasing international 
participants, such as Jompet Kuswidananto
(Indonesia), Robin Fox and Byron Scullin
(Australia) and Herman Kolgen (Belgium).

In the 19th century, when the GSA was
founded, Glasgow was a big, industrial 
city – the second in the Empire – with a
population of more than one million.
Today it numbers just 600,000 but is 
fairly static. Where there were once 60 

art deco frontage, built in 1938 for the
Empire Exhibition as the Beresford 
Hotel. If you want über-contemporary
architecture, however, Glasgow is also home
to the European Museum of the Year 2013,
a Zaha Hadid designed transport museum,
the Riverside Museum, which cost a 
mere £76 million to construct. A defining
moment in the city’s recent past was 
its selection in 1990 as European City 
of Culture.

Glasgow has long welcomed mural painters
and there are many commissioned pieces
around and about. Glasgow was also one of
the first cities to welcome public sculpture
as a means of regeneration and to recreate a
sense of community and pride after the
surge of high-rise buildings in the 50s and
60s. A more recent piece, the Clyde Clock,

shipyards, there are now just two. The 
one time merchant city’s current largest
businesses are tourism and call centres.
With a latitude of 56° north, Glasgow is
nearer to the Arctic Circle than Moscow. 
It is situated on the River Clyde, which
runs for 17 miles through the city. The M8
motorway – designed to carry some 60,000
cars a day; in actual fact carrying up to
160,000, making it the busiest road in
Europe – also runs right through the city
centre, the core of which is laid out on a
grid. The subway, numbering 15 stations
and running in one large circle, dates from
1896 and is the fourth oldest in the world,
after London, Budapest and Boston.

Essentially, Glasgow remains a Victorian
city, with red sandstone tenement 
buildings, once earmarked for demolition,
instead redeveloped and maintained. But,
look up as you wander about, and you 
will find contemporary architecture worked
in amongst the old and quirky art and
installations in unexpected places, such as
Douglas Gordon’s Hitchcock-inspired neon
green Empire hotel sign on Tontine Street.
Baird Hall, now a Strathclyde University
hall of residence, is a fantastic example of an

just outside the Buchanan bus station, was
designed by George Wyllie in 2000 and
comprises a pair of legs, running, with a
cube clock as a body. The clock is 

designed to chime just once a day, at 
8pm, which Wyllie considered to be the
ideal meeting time.

The two key museums in Glasgow are
Kelvingrove and the Hunterian, both 
also housing impressive art collections.
Kelvingrove’s includes Dalí’s notorious
Christ of St John of the Cross (1951),
which was attacked with a stone in 1961
and damaged with an eight-foot tear. 
A contemporary installation by gallery
employee Sophy Cave, Floating Heads
(2006), was designed to imitate the 
freedom of visitors’ thoughts and ideas and
to prompt individual responses as people
enter the exhibition court. The Hunterian,
which, alongside masterpieces by
Rembrandt, Rubens, Chardin, Stubbs and
Whistler, owns major examples of works 
by the Scottish Colourists and the 
Glasgow Boys, is also home to the
reconstructed five-room Mackintosh House
(originally located 100 metres away at 6
Florentine Terrace, but demolished in
1963), which gives a wonderful insight 
into the interior aesthetics of the architect-
artist-designer and his wife, Margaret
Macdonald. 

Emirates Arena

SCOTLAND THE BRAVE

A sense of self and community pride has forged the arts in Glasgow
REPORTER ANNA MCNAY 

‘Glasgow has long welcomed 
mural painters and there are many 

commissioned pieces around 
and about’

{ }

I The Glasgow School of Art

PLACES | GLASGOW
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of Saint Mungo, the city’s patron saint,
incorporating the four symbols with which
he is associated (ring, tree, bird, bell).
Glasgow’s most successful commercial
gallery is The Modern Institute, founded 
by Will Bradley, Toby Webster and Charles
Esche in 1998. Today, having moved from
its old location on Robertson Street, it
occupies two sites in the Merchant City, 
the main one being a converted 19th-
century bathhouse. The Institute was 
once described by Art Review magazine as 
‘a model for galleries around the world’. 

A little north, beyond the grid system, is
Glasgow Sculpture Studios. Established 
in 1988 as a membership organisation by 
a small group of recent art graduates, to
meet their collective needs for creating
three-dimensional artworks, it now 
supports more than 120 artists. And, to 

For fans of Mackintosh, The Lighthouse,
now home to Scotland's Centre for 
Design and Architecture – a visitor centre,
exhibition space and events venue – was 
the architect’s first public commission and
formerly housed The Glasgow Herald. Also
worth seeing are the original Willow Tea
Rooms, commissioned by Kate Cranston at
217 Sauciehall Street in 1901: Mackintosh
remodelled both the interior and exterior of
the building as well as designing the cutlery
and the waitresses’ dresses. 

Just along the street, the CCA (Centre for
Contemporary Arts) was founded in 1974
as The Third Eye Centre by the Scottish
writer and playwright, Tom McGrath.
Hosting visiting artists and performers such
as Allen Ginsberg, Whoopi Goldberg and
Kathy Acker, the centre was described by
the Guardian as ‘a shrine to the avant garde’
and quickly became the focus for Glasgow’s
counter culture. After falling into decline,
the centre was reopened as the CCA in
1992. Cryptic, the arts house that produces
Sonica, founded by Cathie Boyd in 1994, 
is based at the CCA. To date, Cryptic has
presented 91 productions (including 28
world premières), which have been seen in
25 countries to an audience of more than
80,000. Another successful hub is to be
found at TRONGATE 103, a six-storey
former Edwardian warehouse, now home to
various organisations, including the artist-
run Transmission Gallery, Glasgow Print
Studio, Project Ability (a gallery for 
leading disabled artists with a workshop
space), and the leading photography arts
organisation, Street Level Photoworks. 

GoMA (Gallery of Modern Art) is situated
in a neoclassical townhouse, built for a
tobacco lord in 1778 with an ornate 
cupola (added later) and pillared façade.
The frieze above the façade, Tympanum,
was created in mirror mosaic by Niki de
Saint-Phalle in 1996. It illustrates the story

the south, is Tramway, where the Turner
Prize exhibition is currently taking place.
The amazing venue, as its name suggests,
began life in 1893 as the Coplawhill tram
shed and, in the early years of the 20th 
century, it served as the city’s main tram 
terminus, depot and factory. Tramway as 
an arts venue was launched as a result of 
the search for a venue with the capacity to
house what would be, in 1988, the only
UK performances of Peter Brook’s
Mahabharata. A year later, Andy
Goldsworthy staged his now internationally
renowned project Snowballs in Summer in
what would become Tramway’s principal
gallery space, Tramway 2. Since, many
artists have gone on to garner international
acclaim following a Tramway commission.
Douglas Gordon won the Turner Prize in
1996 after showing 24 Hour Psycho, which
was commissioned by Tramway, in 1993;

Christine Borland’s exhibition From Life
was shown in 1994; and, in 2006, Henry
Coombes was selected to represent Scotland
at the 2007 Venice Biennale after his 
exhibition Laddy and the Lady at Tramway
in July 2006. 

That Glasgow has only this year served to
host the Turner Prize is therefore clearly
more than a little of an oversight, but, 
with this new injection of artistic interest
into the city, bringing audiences from 
further afield, one can only wonder at what
miracle it will put out of the hat next. 

The unabridged version of this text can be read at
www.state-media.com/state

The Lighthouse
Kathy Hinde: Submerge
29 October 2015 – 9 January 2016

KATHY HINDE’s Submerge comprises an
interactive sound map, exploring Glasgow’s
once treasured and now forgotten streams.
Combining intriguing underwater sounds,
with scientific data from OPAL Community
Scientist Joanne Dempster and the labora-
tories of Glasgow Scientific Services, this is
an opportunity to learn more about
Glasgow’s underwater ecology and discover
the various life forms found in the most
unlikely of places across the city. Submerge
is a 2015 Cryptic commission for Sonica.

11 Mitchell Lane, Glasgow G1 3NU

CCA
Giles Bailey & Jeremiah Day
13 November 2015 – 10 January 2016

CCA PRESENTS the work of two artists
for whom language is a fundamental 
preoccupation. In the work of Giles Bailey

Glasgow Sculpture Studios
Nicolas Deshayes: Darling, Gutter
26 September – 12 December 2015

AS AN ARTIST, Nicolas Deshayes is
attracted to filth, to the fluids from our
bodies and the grime in our environment.
The sculptures in this exhibition, cast in
solid Jesmonite from forms created using
expanding polyurethane foam, have the
artist’s trademark bulges, lumps and 
globular shapes; they are purposefully
imperfect and reminiscent of bodily 
organs. Each is attached to the existing
water pipes in the gallery, creating a 
cycle between sculpture, building and
industrial boiler. This is akin to the 
human body’s network of singular 
organs with individual functions that 
are connected through the body’s 
central nervous system. 

The Whisky Bond, 
2 Dawson Road, 
Glasgow G4 9SS

(1981, UK) and Jeremiah Day (1974,
USA), language appears not just as pictures
of signs but rather poetics, narrative,
description and exposition through words
are integrated into visual art practice.

350 Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow G2 3JD

Tramway
Turner Prize 2015 
1 October 2015 – 17 January 2016

FOR THE FIRST time, the prestigious
visual art award is taking place in Scotland. 
The Turner Prize, organised by Tate, is
awarded to a British artist under the age 
of 50 for an outstanding exhibition in the
preceding year. Previous winners include
Damien Hirst, Grayson Perry and Gillian
Wearing. This year’s shortlisted artists
are Assemble, Bonnie Camplin, Janice
Kerbel and Nicole Wermers.

25 Albert Drive, Glasgow, G41 2PE

Street Level Photoworks
Island Drift – NVA, 
James Johnson & Alan McAteer
14 November 2015 – 24 January 2016

ISLAND DRIFT IS an immersive 
photographic installation, created in 
partnership with Loch Lomond & The
Trossachs National Park for the Year of
Natural Scotland 2013. During an eight-
month programme of creative interventions
at Loch Lomond, designer James Johnson
and photographer Alan McAteer worked
with NVA’s creative director Angus
Farquhar and park rangers to manipulate
moving and static light sources on land and
water. Multiple camera positions were used
to achieve a powerful series of digital images
articulating the Highland boundary fault

line. This exhibition allows a series 
of stunning light box images to form a
quadriptych. 

Trongate 103, Glasgow G1 5HD

The Modern Institute
Simon Starling: Nine Feet Later
14 November 2015 – 6 February 2016

Turner Prize winner Simon Starling has
been revisiting the history of forms and
objects for two decades. Taking up key
moments in the history of modernism, 
he creates installations, films, photographs
and sculptures which unearth often 
unacknowledged connections or 
migrations across space and time. Nine 
Feet Later takes its starting point from a
nine-foot long sheet of Japanese cedar 
wood veneer on which two Japanese scene
painters were invited to paint an image of 
a length of bamboo (the world’s fastest
growing timber). It presents a loose 
assemblage of affiliated objects that 
together constitute the makings of a time
machine of sorts. 

3 Aird’s Lane, Glasgow G1 5HU

GoMA
Devils in the Making: 
Glasgow School of Art & the Collection
18 September 2015 – 28 February 2016

Exploring Glasgow Museums
Contemporary Art collection through con-
nections with Glasgow School of Art, this
exhibition includes artists such as Christine
Borland, Jim Lambie, Roderick Buchanan,
Victoria Morton & Simon Starling.

Royal Exchange Square, 
Glasgow G1 3AH

SCOTLAND THE BRAVE

TOP  Mackintosh House 
Drawing Room 

LEFT  
House for an Art Lover

NOTABLE GSA ALUMNI
Harry Benson Photographer
Christine Borland Artist, 1997 Turner Prize Nominee
Martin Boyce Artist, 2011 Turner Prize winner
Roderick Buchanan Artist, 2000 Beck's Futures Winner
Nathan Coley Artist, 2007 Turner Prize nominee
Ken Currie Artist
Ian Hamilton Finlay Artist, Poet, Turner Prize nominee 1984
Douglas Gordon Artist, 1996 Turner Prize winner
Chantal Joffe Artist
Jim Lambie Artist, 2005 Turner Prize nominee
Margaret MacDonald Artist
Charles Rennie Mackintosh Artist, designer and architect
Jenny Saville Artist
David Shrigley Artist and cartoonist
Lucy Skaer Artist - 2009 Turner Prize nominee
Simon Starling Turner Prize winning artist 2005
Cathy Wilkes Artist, 2008 Turner Prize nominee
Richard Wright Turner Prize-winning artist 2009

C U R R E N T  E X H I B I T I O N S{ } WITH THANKS:
To Glasgow City Marketing Bureau (GCMB), 
Anna Vinegrad, Cryptic, and Emoke Dobos and 
Kitty Byrne, for their informative Glasgow School 
of Art Miracle Tour.

TOP  Herman Kolgen Seismik
Photo: Caroline Hayeur 

LEFT  BlindmanWings Drumming
Photo: Alidoor Dellafaille

FROM TOP
Riverside Museum; 
Glasgow City Chambers; 
Merchant Square

PLACES | GLASGOW

‘With this new injection of artistic 
interest into the city, one can only wonder at
what miracle it will put out of the hat next’
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#Eroticcensorship
OR nipped in the bud
WTF?! I MEAN, seriously, WTFF?! I’ve had this coming 
for a long time, but that doesn’t make it any easier to
swallow when it finally happens… My Facebook posts
have been censored. Someone reported the post of
Helmut Newton’s Yves Saint Laurent, Rue Aubriot, Vogue
France, 1975 as ‘inappropriate content’, contravening the
site’s community standards. I got a warning that I might
like to delete the post, before Facebook investigated the
report, temporarily shut my account (I had to create a
new password to reaccess it) and removed the offending
item. Later that day, I received warnings that two other
posts had likewise been reported: one of Catherine
Balet’s beautiful photographs from her Strangers in the
Light series, based on Manet’s Olympia (1863) and on
show at House of St Barnabas, and, wait for it, the early
18th-century Venetian Rococo painting, Spring, by
Rosalba Zuanna Carriera. The common factor? All 
three artworks had a nipple revealed. This time, the
Facebook decision-maker removed only Balet’s work,
deeming Carriera’s non-threatening to its global 
community. But the fact that it even got reported?
Apparently it might not have been an actual person 
doing the tipping off, but a bot, trained to follow certain
algorithms and thus pick up on the ever-offending 
nipple. But who has created this antiquated set of rules?
Friends have rallied round my onsite protest, informing
me that even closed groups for mothers wanting 
support while breastfeeding have been subject to such
censorship. The #FreeTheNipple campaign, started by
actor and producer Lina Esco, has resulted in topless
marches and rallies across the globe and even a feature
film. Facebook and Instagram have not embraced the
campaign, however, and users searching for related
posts are met with a notice informing them that 
photographs under the hashtag have been removed 
for falling foul of their nudity policies. A new precedent
was set back in January when the teacher and 
father-of-three, Frédéric Durand-Baissas, filed a 
legal complaint to the Parisian court when his 
Facebook account was blocked after he posted Gustave
Courbet’s L'Origine du Monde (1866). During the 
hearing, Facebook argued that French justice was not
competent to handle the case as Durand-Baissas had
signed the social media group's terms that stipulate 
only American courts can handle disputes.

Thankfully the court found Facebook's compulsory
clause on jurisdiction, in which only a California court
can handle disputes, to be ‘abusive’. Sadly, it seems as if
this minor victory had no effect on the actual censorship
restrictions the site follows. Not having the time or
money to take up legal action myself, I have instead 
been asking people to stand up against these draconian
measures and repost the ‘offending’ works of art ad
infinitum. Take a stand with me and get posting!
#FreeTheNipple #EroticCensorship

Hysteria and Gimmicks
A WOMAN SCREAMS, throws herself on the ground,
beseeches a man in the front row by pulling at his leg –
but for what? Words would be too much to expect. She
screams again, bloodcurdling and deafening, over and
over on a loop, but this is real, there’s no remote control
and there’s no volume switch. Finally, after at least half
an hour has passed – during which time the audience
has shrunk to but a few hardy artoholics – Quilla
Constance shakes herself out of her histrionic trance
and concludes quite anti-climactically: ‘So, you’re still
here?! I was going to keep going until everyone had gone,
but you’re all just too polite!’ I feel my anger rising –
almost to the point of screaming myself. If only I’d
known, I could have put that hour to good use. My only
consolation – and it’s a small one – is that I am sure she
will wake up feeling worse for wear in the morning than I
will.1 What have I learned from this wasted and painful
evening? That contemporary performance art can all too
often be a case of the emperor’s new clothes – lacking in
both performance and art…

Perhaps metaphorically summing up the death of the
genre, at Sluice Art Fair, I was even able to have my
funeral pre-planned by Danish art group QWERTY. I was
invited to step inside their parlour (a space demarcated
with tape on the concrete floor), select a coffin or urn,
choose – and indeed co-perform – an anthem for the
funeral service, pick a headstone and epitaph and try out
lying in their sample coffin. Weary and already ailing with
Frieze ‘Flu, this was, however, probably the highlight of
my week: a chance to lie down amidst all the ruckus and
be alone with my thoughts.

Mist Opportunity
ANN VERONICA JANSSENS’ installation of coloured mist
at the Wellcome Collection works on a similar premise,
except here the environment is flooded with pure colour
that stymies your vision beyond the end of your nose.
Jonathan Jones describes it as ‘the artistic equivalent of
an isolation tank’, ‘light entertainment, nothing more’ –
but surely it is precisely the opposite of light (apart from
the use of light as its medium, that is)? For installation
artist Janssens, working perhaps with a premise similar
to that of veteran performance artist Marina Abramovic,
removes all light entertainment, all cellular distraction,
all moving imagery and buzzing soundtrack, leaving visi-
tors with nothing but the here and now. Fairly heavy if
you ask me. We are forced to face reality – and that’s the
hard-hitting truth that there are still things out there that
are more real than the simulacra making up the
Baudrillardian hyper-reality our every day is being 
overtaken by.

Virtual Unreality
ON WHICH NOTE, it’s worth considering a recent 
article written by Eleni Duke of Curious Duke Gallery
concerning e-commerce, entitled ‘Has the web become
the 21st-century gallery?’ In it she notes that online sales
now make up 30% of her gallery’s overall sales, a rise
from 10% in 2013. The Hiscox and Art Tactic report of
2015 explains that 65% of online sales are based on the 
reputation of the seller. So what happened to buying a
work of art because you love it? If the virtual gallery is
taking over from the white cube, how will art ever truly
be experienced? I, for example, decline to review work
purely based on jpegs. They give you no concept of size,
texture, tone and colour. And that’s just talking painting.

I had my first experience of Oculus Rift the other week at
the Herrick Gallery’s Mayfair opening, with Iain Nicholls
and Tom Szirtes’s Veil. Amazing as the sensation was, 
I am appalled at the prospect that this could soon take
over from the real gallery visit experience. The idea that
punters could stay at home and wander around the
National Gallery within the space of their bedroom is
horrifying and, for me, signals the death – not just of 
performance art – but of creativity per se. 

Maybe the only ‘real’ space left to escape to will be our
dreams, and it seems even these are being invaded, 
following news of a recent eBay auction of the ‘nocturnal
masterpieces’ of Lee Hadwin, the ‘sleepwalking artist’
who records his dreams and draws in his sleep. Lucky 
I have that custom-made coffin on standby for when I
need a break from it all!

NOTES

1. Quilla Constance (aka Jennifer Allen), as part of Performing the

Unconscious, at the Freud Museum, 1 September 2015.

Anna McNay

Helmut Newton  Yves Saint Laurent, Rue Aubriot, Vogue France, 1975 Catherine Balet  based on Manet’s Olympia (1863)  Strangers in the Light series
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Dasha Gives MIT
$1 MILLION

ART&MONEY
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HSBC CONFUSED
SWISS ART dealer, Yves Bouvier, 
was detained in Monaco accused of
scamming Russian collector Dmitry
Rybolovlev and conspiring to launder
the proceeds with local resident,
Tania Rappo. Both have denied the
alleged $1 billion fraud. Last
February, HSBC told police the art
dealer held joint accounts with Rappo
and they were duly arrested. HSBC
sent a letter to Monaco police listing
three accounts linked to companies
that invested in properties that 
Ms Rappo held. It also claimed 
Mr Bouvier’s name was on these
accounts and he was either a 
proxy in the related companies or
received profits from them. HSBC
subsequently called the authorities
and said the bank had made a 
mistake, stating the error was 
unintentional and clerical. Rappo and
Bouvier now allege HSBC may have
been acting under the influence of
Rybolovlev, a major client of HSBC
Monaco – a claim described by the
Russian’s team as ‘a diversionary
tactic’. HSBC bought its Monaco 
private-bank businesses in 1999
through the acquisition of financier
Edmond Safra’s commercial 
interests. A Lebanese billionaire,
Safra died in odd circumstances in
1999 after a fire was started in his 
penthouse located above HSBC’s
Monaco office. That penthouse is now
Rybolovlev’s residence. Rybolovlev
made his fortune in Potash mining
and has built a vast art collection
that includes Picasso and Rothko. 
He now believes he may have been
overcharged roughly $1 billion for
artworks sold by Bouvier, according
to legal filings. Last autumn, 
oligarch Rybolovlev's divorce 
from wife Elena was finalised 
with him ordered to pay her £2.9 
billion – stripped to £390 million 
on appeal.
Source: Wall Street Journal/AP

Yongzheng dynasty vase

ART & MONEY

IT STILL HAPPENS
A CHIPPED vase judged a fake by some of the world’s top experts and given
a £150 price tag, fetched £114,500 at Peter Francis Auctioneers in Wales.
Leading experts travelled to the UK to view the estate of a London based
Chinese businessman and sent the most expensive pieces back to China.
The 19cm high Chinese-moulded porcelain vase with elephant head handles
(Yongzheng dynasty, 1722-1735) was believed a fake or copy. The items were
left to the deceased’s grandchildren and were sold in Wales as one of his
relatives lives there. (Note: in 2010, a Qing dynasty vase found in Pinner 
sold for £53m, when the buyer refused to pay it sold again for £20m). 
Source: Telegraph

DEATH & TAXES
THE US State of Delaware is special because it is one of only five without any
sales or use tax. A Manhattan collector who might owe thousands in sales tax 
on the purchase of a $10 million painting in New York would owe nothing by
shipping it to Delaware directly after purchase. Fritz Dietl has now opened his
own tax-advantageous free port, in a former foam peanut packing factory beside
the train tracks near Wilmington. The warehouse offers art owners the same
benefits as its better-known European counterparts: discretion, security and tax
savings. Last June, another art storage complex opened, run by Philadelphia
company, Atelier. And Crozier Fine Arts, which operates storage spaces in
Manhattan and New Jersey is scheduled to open a 40,000-square-foot space in
Delaware. Once there, art can be bought and sold within storage environs without
any tax on the transactions for as long as it remains there. These warehouses
can replicate the benefits of overseas free ports while New York owners have to
move their art less than 200 miles to Delaware. Source: Art & Design

TOP 10 | AVERAGE SALE VALUE OVER 4 YRS
Rank Artist Lots sold Average $ price
1 MARK ROTHKO 38 20,600,697
2 BARNETT NEWMAN 24 7,488,120
3 CLAUDE MONET 137 6,535,723
4 V. VAN GOGH 41 5,460,818
5 JACKSON POLLOCK 48 4,759,673
6 A.  MODIGLIANI 127 2,150,883
7 J-M BASQUIAT 370 2,135,005
8 FRANCIS BACON 463 2,070,230
9 CY TWOMBLY 273 1,598,683
10 CHRISTOPHER WOOL 190 1,517,983

Source: ArtNet

Yves Bouvier
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$25 MILLION 
COLLECTION ‘HIDDEN’
SWISS ENTREPRENEUR Maurice
Alain Amon married Tracey Hejailan
in 2008 without a pre-nuptial. She
filed a lawsuit in November in New
York’s Supreme Court accusing 
him of secretly removing their art 
collection while she was in Europe.
The blue-chip collection, reportedly
moved to a Queens warehouse, also
includes Andy Warhol's Self Portrait
(1966), several Basquiat paintings, as
well as works by Jean Arp, Damien
Hirst, Cy Twombly and others.
Hejailan-Amon wants at least a 50/50
split, arguing the art collection was
shared marital property. Out of the
blue, Amon filed for divorce in
Monaco, where there's no legal 
concept of shared marital property. 
A lawyer said Amon Ltd is the legal
owner of the artworks and therefore
isn’t considered shared marital 
property. Source: New York Post

WARHOL BENCHMARK
DESPITE THE massive amount of
Andy Warhol material, the market for
paintings remains much smaller. At
its 2007 peak, just 226 paintings were
sold. In 2014, 139 paintings sold; in
2015, only 108 Warhols were sold
publicly. ArtNet data analysis charted
the median price (viz the middle price
for the entire group of works sold) for
a Warhol painting over a 16 year period.
The price rises and falls across a
$300,000 line for the 2007-2013 period,
then increases in 2014 and 2015.
Source: Art Market Monitor/ArtNet

ART – SCHOOLS
THE SAATCHI Gallery and 
Deutsche Bank announced The Art
Prize for Schools. With a pledge of 
a £15,000 prize to a winning school
and £3,000 to the winning student,
primary and secondary schools
from across the globe can submit
work by young people aged from 
4-18 years old. 

Deadline: 21 December 2015, 
via the website
saatchigallery.com/portfolio/

SALE SINKS
TO GREAT fanfare, the Lake House
Group (HQ in Hong Kong) announced
the purchase of the 300-room
Wentworth Woodhouse, near
Rotherham. After the death of 
architect Clifford Newbold (88), the
home and 82 acres of grounds were
put on the market for £8 million.
Subsequently Charles Brown, a
secretive millionaire who had agreed
to buy Britain’s largest privately
owned stately home, backed out of
the £10 million deal because ‘half of
it is falling into a hole’ due to historic
mining subsidence. In 1946, on the
direct orders of Manny Shinwell (the
Labour Party’s Minister of Fuel and
Power) the area between the house
and the Rockingham Mausoleum
became the largest open cast mining
site in Britain. It is now seen as a
direct act of class war against the
aristocracy by rabid socialist
Shinwell, himself intent on the
destruction of the ‘privileged rich’.
Even the local mining unions objected
to the destruction and threatened a
strike over the Government’s plans
for Wentworth. The Newbold family
alleged this caused substantial
structural damage to the building
due to subsidence and have lodged a
claim against the Coal Authority for
£100 million. Not that Lakeland 
had any interest in this possibility.
This gives renewed hope for the
Wentworth Woodhouse Preservation
Trust, which planned £42m 
of repairs before opening the 
18th-century house to the public. 
A grant of £3.5m had been promised
by the National Heritage Memorial
Fund, along with substantial 
donations from a number of public
and private funds and trusts trying 
to reach a £7million target. The
National Trust had agreed to 
open the house and gardens to 
the public.
Source: Telegraph/AP

AVARICE
MASQUERADING 
AS CULTURE
INVESTMENT IN the art market has
reached $1.3bn (£846m), according 
to Deloittes. Buyers worldwide are
increasingly acquiring collectibles 
as an investment vehicle. Investors
prefer these assets because their
intrinsic value cannot be eroded by
inflation. Philip Staveley of Amphora
noted: as emerging economies 
develop and produce millionaires 
and billionaires, the newly rich aspire
towards western luxury products,
from Rolex watches to Lamborghinis
and assets such as wine and art are
growing in popularity. However, the
Mei Moses Fine Art index, established
to reflect art market trends, reported
a negative performance between
2012 and 2013. The Deloitte report 
on Art & Finance also points to a
slowdown in the growth of art funds.
Only 8% of wealth managers are 
currently offering advice on art
investment funds, down from 26% 
in 2012. Source: FT Advisor

PAINTING BY NUMBERS
A FEDERAL judge has ruled that two 
cases involving the sale of fakes by 
Knoedler & Company can proceed to trial. 
Previously, numerous lawsuits associated
with the scandal, which netted Knoedler 
more than $60 million, have been settled 
on undisclosed terms. Cases that include 
a lawsuit by collector John Howard

(a fake de Kooning) and Domenico De Sole, the former chairman of 
Gucci (fake Rothko) will reach open court. ‘The De Soles have mounted
compelling evidence that they were defrauded,’ claims their attorney,
Gregory Clarick. Both paintings were allegedly created by Pei-Shen Qian,
who has since fled the country to China. He was commissioned by dealer
Jose Carlos Bergantiños Diaz and then girlfriend Glafira Rosales, who
brought them to Knoedler Gallery to be sold on by Ann Freedman. The
gallery crashed in 2011, when hedge fund manager Pierre LaGrange
claimed his Pollock was a fake (lawsuit settled on undisclosed terms).
Rosales has ‘been cooperating with authorities’ since her arrest in May
2013 (The New York Times). Freedman’s attorney stated: ‘Ann Freedman
will now have the full opportunity to tell her story and prove her good
faith’. Both Freedman and Knoedler have consistently denied that they
knowingly sold fakes.

POSTSCRIPT When ace forger, Wolfgang Beltracchi, was arrested in 
2010, he admitted to faking 20th-century masters like Max Ernst and
Fernand Léger and other forgeries that number in the hundreds.
Beltracchi told buyers the fakes were collected by his wife’s grandparents.
He took photographs of her posed before an array of his creations dressed
in period costume, which fooled all and sundry. The art market is notorious
for its lack of transparency. With galleries as middlemen, names are often
not disclosed to the buyer. ‘Sellers have the right to remain anonymous,’
says Achim Moeller of Moeller Fine Art. Latterly, ‘experts’ entangled in 
the Beltracchi and Knoedler scandals have been taken to court in both the
US and Europe. Many artist foundations have closed their authentication
boards after the $7 million in legal fees the Andy Warhol Foundation
incurred vindicating itself. Veteran dealer Richard Feigen now openly
admits he overly depended on Knoedler’s reputation (case settled 
privately last August). Source: ArtNet/Art Newspaper/ArtSy

TOP 10 | TOTAL SALE VALUE OVER 4YRS*

Rank Artist Lots sold Total $ Revenue
1 ANDY WARHOL 6619 2,108,446,883
2 PABLO PICASSO 12331 1,939,231,519
3 GERHARD RICHTER 1069 1,130,252,114
4 FRANCIS BACON 463 958,516,326
5 CLAUDE MONET 137 895,394,015
6 J-M BASQUIAT 370 789,951,869
7 MARK ROTHKO 38 782,826,469
8 ALBERTO GIACOMETTI 555 670,778,763
9 ROY LICHTENSTEIN 1952 555,164,862
10 WOU-KI ZAO 1862 531,599,325

*EXCLUDING Chinese artists with no market in West Source: ArtNet

Pen-Shian Qian

Wolfgang Beltraachi

Wentworth Woodhouse

The Amons
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MIT HAS ANNOUNCED a gift of
$1 million to establish the Dasha
Zhukova Distinguished Visiting
Artist Program. The cash from
Dasha Zhukova provides support
to endow a vibrant, on-going
residency organised by the MIT
Center for Art, Science and
Technology (CAST), open to 
creatives from art, architecture
or design. This contribution
marks Zhukova’s first major gift
to a university. The residency 
is designed to support artists 

from a range of disciplines 
by connecting them with the
innovative thinking and advanced
technology at MIT. The first
appointment will be made for
the academic year 2016-17 
and extend through June 2018.
The visiting artists programme 
is a cornerstone of CAST’s 
activities and encourages 
cross-fertilisation among 
disciplines and intensive 
interaction with MIT’s faculty and
students. The centre is funded,
in part, by the Andrew W Mellon
Foundation.  Source: Artfix

Dasha Gives MIT 
$1 MILLION

Dasha Zhukova (Photo: Dafydd Jones)

WHEELER DEALING
ACCORDING TO Gloucestershire
police, the former owners of 
‘upmarket’ Cotswold gallery, Opus
Fine Art, have pulled the oldest art
dealer trick in the book – selling
works on consignment and paying
neither the artist nor the buyer. It is
claimed £1 million of art – including
works by Banksy, Damien Hirst and
Andy Warhol – has disappeared
along with the former owners
Donald Smith, 55, and Emma Poole,
35. Both now face allegations of 
dishonesty and fraud. Incredibly, the
couple sold Opus Fine Art before the
scam to Kevin Zuchowski-Morrison
of Rise Art for a 'six-figure sum' last
April, but he soon discovered the
company had £30,000 of debts and a
police raid supposedly sequestered
another £250,000 worth of artworks.
The errant couple are thought to
have ‘fled to France’ with their 
young child after ‘buying a 47-acre
property’ but seasoned fraudsters
have heard of Interpol and EU 
warrants. Smith has form. In 2002,
his Eyestorm Galley went bust
allegedly owing more than 
£20 million. Source: AP

COVER STORY



KOCH AND BULL
SOLD AT Sotheby’s New York
Impressionist and Modern sale on 5
November, Picasso’s La Gommeuse
(1901) unveils a missing piece in the
artist’s biography. Conservation efforts
by its former owner, William Koch,
revealed a portrait of Picasso’s first art
dealer, Pere Mañach, on the back of
the canvas. It is one of two portraits of
Mañach, who paid Picasso 150 francs
per month for the sole right to sell his
paintings. Although the first portrait
depicts Mañach in a rather grandiose
manner, this second suggests the 
disintegration of their relationship,
which eventually led to Picasso being
denied French citizenship in 1940. 

The portrait depicts Mañach like 
a sickly apparition, with jaundiced 
yellow skin and a flushed face, 
hovering mid-air while urinating, in
stark contrast to the other portrait in
which he appears genteel in a crisp
white shirt. Mañach had fled to Paris
in 1893 after a falling out with his
father who disapproved of his son’s
anarchist tendencies. It is thought that
Mañach’s continued anarchist activities
caused tension with the 19-year-old
Picasso who was trying to establish
himself in Paris. The newly discovered
portrait seems to express this 
discontent, which, unknown then to 
the young Picasso, would render him
the subject of a police investigation
during the early years of the Second
World War.

One assumes that Koch was keen to
properly authenticate the Mañach 
portrait, having been badly stung in 
the past. As well as art, Koch also 
collects fine wines, but ran into trouble
when he spent $5 million on 500 
bottles of rare vintage French wine.
The wines were actually produced by
Indonesian fraudster Rudy Kurniawan,
known in the wine trade for his 
unfettered access to rare vintages and 
nicknamed Dr Conti. An embarrassed
Koch vowed to go after Kurniawan no
matter how much it cost, testifying
against him and securing a 10-year 
jail sentence.

KOCH AND THE KID
ON ANOTHER note concerning 
authenticity, Koch, who made his 
billions in green energy companies but
now denies climate change, is famed
for his love of guns and the Wild West.
As well as owning the gun that killed
Jesse James, he owns what was until
recently the only authenticated picture

of Billy the Kid, which he bought for
£1.5 million in 2011. On the opening
day of Frieze, London’s Metro reported
the existence of a second photograph
showing the outlaw playing croquet,
which has taken five years to 
authenticate and is valued at £3.3
million. Coincidentally, on entering
Frieze, Cash Register overheard
that Koch is assumed to be in pursuit
of the picture, which was bought 
for $2 from a junk shop in Fresno,
California.  

A MARRIAGE MADE 
IN HEAVEN (OR HELL)
MEGAGALLERIST Larry Gagosian and
art world impresario Jeffrey Deitch
have teamed up to stage an exhibition
during Art Basel Miami Beach. Deitch,
who Gagosian thinks is ‘one of the
most imaginative, innovative curators
out there’, declared Miley Cyrus to be
‘the next Mike Kelley’ after seeing 
her ghastly assemblage sculptures 
at V magazine’s New York HQ in 2014.
Known for his rash love of celebrity
and tendency to speak before thinking,
Deitch caused great embarrassment
by mistaking P Diddy for Kanye West
while at a Basel party in Miami in 2013.
Meanwhile, Gagosian is fighting a 
lawsuit filed against him by the Franz
West Archive, which claims that only 
it has the right to produce and sell
furniture designed by the Austrian
artist, currently showing at Gagosian
New York. This comes after a
protracted and bloody conflict with
collector Ron Perlman who accused
him of artificially inflating the price of
a Cy Twombly painting. 

The Deitch-Gagosian collaboration
is an exhibition of figurative painting
and sculpture which omnipotent Larry
hails as ‘a very important part of
what’s going on now’. Let’s hope it all
goes off without a hitch with combined
powers of Deitch’s eye for the next big
thing and Gagosian’s unstoppable
business acumen. 

PYRAMID SELLING
THE CONSTRUCTION of the Grand
Egyptian Museum, which has been
blighted by difficulties in raising the
required $750 million, has been hit by
a fresh embezzlement claim. An
investigation has opened to trace $20
million of funds granted by foreign
agencies after it emerged that a 
shortfall in funding delayed the project,
which was due for completion in
August 2015, until sometime beyond
2018. Heneghan Peng Architects won
the competition to design the new
museum 2km southwest of the
Pyramids of Giza in 2003 and 
construction began in 2012. Funding
was secured when the Japan
International Cooperation Agency
loaned $400 million to the Egyptian
government but the museum, which is
to house 100,000 artefacts including
the treasures of Tutankhamun, has
been further delayed by revolution 
and political unrest. This comes after
Ahmed Sharaf, head of the museums
section of the Antiquities Ministry, was
arrested in March 2015 for allegedly
taking bribes from a Greek-Egyptian
contractor who sought to secure further
contracts for the restoration of the
Museum of Islamic Art in Cairo.

William Koch

P Diddy ©Jeffrey Deitch

Kanye West ©Jeffrey Deitch

NOTES: DANIEL BARNES
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successfully putting on his own show, but
also helping with the programming. From
1996-2000, he curated the programme
alongside Lisa Pantin, who now runs
Hollybush Gardens, taking Milch to a 
new venue at 144 Charing Cross Road and
setting it up as a registered charity. The
millennium saw Mann move into the 
commercial gallery sector with the opening
of Rhodes and Mann on the Hackney
Road, together with Benjamin Rhodes.
That ran from 2000-2005. He then
opened Fred London on Vyner Street –
and latterly on Riding House Street. 

‘In 2008, when the crash happened, a lot
of galleries had a lot of problems and a lot
of my artist relationships came to an end,’
says Mann. ‘Nobody needs to have 7,000
square foot in a recession. A lot of my
Vyner Street tenants left, moved away or
shut, leaving me with the most enormous
lease on a huge amount of space, which
was very difficult to ride through. I lost the
space there and opened in a 1,000 square
foot space in Riding House Street. Then
the inevitable happened and I lost my
backer and I basically decided that I couldn’t
continue to run Fred London. I think a lot
of people had a very difficult time from
2008 onwards, and I certainly did. So I

THERE WAS a moment 
from 2005-2008, when the 
most exciting thing an 
international collector could 
do was come to London and 
discover something fantastic 
by a young artist,’ recalls 

seasoned gallerist Fred Mann. ‘That’s
absolutely not happening any more. A lot
of that collector energy is centred at the
very top of the market now. But I don’t
want to put on exhibitions at the very
top of the market. Therefore I have to
work in a different way. And that’s fine.
We all adjust to the times we live in, we
have to.’

Mann has more than 20 years of experi-
ence in the gallery business, so he ought
to know what he is talking about. With a
BTec in General Art and Design from
Southwark College, a Foundation Course
completed at Camberwell and a BA in
Sculpture from Brighton, he initially got
involved with Milch Gallery in the mid
90s, taking on a studio space and exhibiting
his work as a recent graduate. Just before
his show, however, Lawren Maben, who
was running the gallery at the time, died.
Mann stepped up to the mark and began
working alongside Bernard Elsmere, 

decided to completely rethink what I was
doing and, in a sense, start again.’

Mann is not one to be beaten. Having
already had a gallery space for 18 years, 
he knew this was still what he wanted and
so set up New Art Projects. ‘The idea was
to do new projects, new exhibitions, to
continue working with new, young artists
and to see if I could find a new model of
how to manage in this art market economy
to have an independent space. That was
really a lot to think about after what had

happened, a big challenge, because most 
of the people who were previously my 
colleagues, also running independent
spaces, now work for international 
galleries. I didn’t want to do that. I wanted
to keep my independence and my autonomy
and to try to maintain some of the 
relationships with artists that I’d built up.’

In July of 2015, Mann launched his new
underground space on Sheep Lane. ‘My
lease in Riding House Street came to an
end just before Christmas, so I bought the
lease here in January,’ he says matter-of-
factly. ‘I had a huge planning application,
because it was meant to be an underground
car park. It took six months’ building
work, because it was a shell. Basically my
two search criteria were: it had to be the
cheapest gallery space I’d ever had and 
I had to have a 10-year lease. Apart 
from that, I would consider anything 
within zone two. I looked at spaces in
Kennington, Fulham, everywhere. Then
ironically this came up and it’s 10 minutes’
walk from my house. I love being able to
walk to work with my dog. And I love
being back in the East End.

‘When I signed my lease, Rocket Gallery
signed one for the unit next door to me

allow me to respond to things in a much
more instant and open way than I have
done in the past.’

Mann grew up in a socialist collective 
in South London in the 70s. His parents
worked with Spare Rib and Amnesty
International and ran the Children’s
Rights Workshop. It’s not surprising then
that he has grown up a political beast himself.
‘There’s always a political undercurrent in
my thinking,’ he admits. ‘I’ve always been
an out gay man and everybody knows that.
I’ve done a number of
shows that are connected
to my sexuality but it’s
certainly not an over-
riding thing for the
gallery. I’m interested
in showing really 
amazing work and I
think that can be made
by absolutely anybody.
I’m not a conservative, but that doesn’t
mean I have to do something really radical
and queer all the time. I’ve only done one
or two overtly political shows in my career.
In 2013, I did a show called Revolution
about the history of late 1960s radical
French politics and the influence on British
politics of the 70s, looking at the impact 
of the Situationists on our culture. That
was a verbally left-wing show. It was quite
a museum-like show and it took several
years and a lot of working with an archivist
to organise it. I’m not going to do a show
like that every two months! Those things
happen very intermittently.’

While not actively putting on queer shows,
Mann does positively discriminate when 
it comes to women. ‘I have an enormous
history of working with women artists. I
feel very politically strongly about that and
it’s definitely a big part of how I curate
what I’m doing. I had a very strong 
feminist upbringing and that’s maintained
in my gallery practice. In all of my 
galleries, I’ve always shown as many
women as I’ve shown men.’

He considers the way he represents artists
to be ‘fairly traditional’. ‘I attend national
and international art fairs; I publish books
about my artists whenever I can; I’m 
constantly entertaining and soliciting the
attention of all different kinds of curators
and writers to view my artists’ work, as
well as showing work to clients. I really
have to have a very strong relationship 
to someone’s work in order to be able to
make that kind of commitment – and also
they have to have a similar commitment 
to me. Representing people has to be a
two-way thing.’

His views on art fairs are also quite clear:
‘At the height of the successful years, I was
doing nine art fairs a year, which basically
means you are travelling every four weeks,
all year, and I never want to do that again,
as long as I live, ever. I don’t believe in art
fairs that are run on a Thatcherite model,

and Netil House around the corner also
has a gallery and a project space. Then
there’s Vilma Gold the other side of
Hackney Road, Wilkinson in Vyner Street,
Maureen Paley down by Bethnal Green,
and Yinka Shonibare has his own project
space on Andrews Road, literally next door
to me. So there’s a really strong artistic
community in this part of London that I
used to be part of and that I was excited
about coming back to.’

By dint of renovating an underground
space, Mann has, once again, ended up
with a very large space – 5,000 square feet
–  parts of which can be closed off and
used for different things. Would he, 
for example consider offering an artist’s 
residency? ‘Never say never! I’ve done that
before. I had a really fantastic architect
called Christian Held, who’s a dear friend
of mine, who saw the potential in this
bizarre hole in the ground. We’ve created 
a really flexible space where we can do
videos, sound installations, solo shows,
group shows – really we can do whatever
we like. I haven’t ever had a custom-made
space like this before.’

How does New Art Projects differ from
Fred London? ‘Well, at the moment I’m
working on a much more project-led basis.
I’m putting exhibitions on for longer too 
– on average for about seven weeks, not 
your usual four or five. Fred London had 
a second space in Germany and I was also
working at producing records at the same
time. That’s not something I want to do
again. I still DJ – and that’s something I’ve
done since I was a teenager and will always
do because I love it – but I’m not producing
or releasing music anymore. This is a much
simpler model and hopefully one that will

to encourage competition between 
galleries. I don’t think it’s helpful. I don’t
think it’s about art; I don’t think it’s about
culture; I don’t think anyone will ever
remember it. I don’t like artwork that’s
made for art fairs. I don’t like art fair art. 
I don’t like one-trick wonders; I don’t like
one-trick ponies. There are a lot of things
about art fair culture that just get right up
my nose. I have a policy that I will only
taken an artwork to an art fair if I’ve
already given it a proper exhibition or if it’s
going to be included in an exhibition and

is only offered and sold on that basis. I
believe artwork needs to be properly
installed and exhibited and appreciated,
within the correct context and available to
everybody. I don’t want to put pressure on
artists because it takes time to make work
in the way that you want to make it. You
can’t snip bits off your practice with a great
big pair of scissors just so that it fits into
the way the art fair calendar works. 
Should we be running the art world for 
the convenience of collectors, or should 
we be running galleries to support artists?
Are the two things the same? I don’t 
believe they are.’

Mann, who has already fixed his 
programme as far ahead as next summer,
usually contacts artists he wants to work
with. ‘I do receive a lot of unsolicited
requests from artists but I’ve never thought
that was the best way to approach a 
gallery. I think getting to know them and
understanding their programme is a much
better way. The art world is very social and
going to private views is important, as is
hanging out with other artists and actually
being part of the art world. That’s what
galleries notice: people who are part of it
and are there.’ That said, one artist who
tried his luck, did get lucky. ‘James
Crowther just rang me up and asked if he
could come and see me. He walked into
my gallery on Riding House Street, opened
his bag and got these paintings out, and I

immediately thought “Wow!” He wasn’t
really doing anything with them. He’s got
a studio in his garden shed and a young
daughter he’s bringing up. He asked:
“What do you think?” and I said: “You’re
amazing! What do you want to do?” Then
he told me about this idea of making a
circus of painted figures. So I said:
“Alright, you make it and I’ll show it.” So
he did. During the six or so months while
I was redeveloping this place, he was in
his shed, painting his ultimate idea of
what an exhibition should be. He turned

up with them all in a bag,
with no idea of how to
display them. I had had
all these plinths made
and, just before the show
opened, we attached
them and suddenly this
world appeared. It was
really exciting.’ And 
thus was born one of the

four solo shows that together comprised
the opening of Mann’s new space. 

‘I took a very big knock when I lost my
backer at Fred London. But since I
launched New Art Projects I have been
trading and I have been successful and
that’s enabled me to fund the opening 
of the new space,’ says Mann soberly. 
‘I believe as a destination gallery people 
will want to come and see the projects
and I believe it will be commercially
viable. I am building it up slowly, but 
it’s ok and I’m alright. I feel confident 
as well that there’s just beginning to be
more confidence in work by younger
artists for the first time in five or six 
years. In the English Magic1 exhibition,
nothing was on sale for more than
£5,000. So it’s not a big ask. I think 
that’s a good place to be: accessible, 
open and good.’ Only time will tell, 
but in one incarnation or other, Mann’s
presence on the London art scene seems
set in stone.

NOTES

1. English Magic: four solo shows by painters

James E Crowther, Fergus Hare, Sarah Sparkes

and Geraldine Swayne. 18 July – 23 August

2015. This was the opening exhibition for 
New Art Projects at Sheep Lane.

LINKS
newartprojects.com
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HOW DO I explain to my 
kids that contemporary art 
stopped in 2004?’ asks Chris
Dercon, Director of Tate
Modern, just a little 
provocatively. With radical 
cuts to Arts Council and

local authority funding – Janet Barnes
CBE, former Chief Executive of York
Museums Trust, noted that the local
authority now provides just 9% of their
money, set to drop to 5% in 2016 –
museums across the UK are having 
to think seriously about their futures. 
Many of those with their own collections,
as Dercon intimates, have ceased 
acquisitions programmes. Those without
are fast having to find alternative sources
of income – either that, or consider 
scaling down their activity. One possible
source of income would, of course, be
private, philanthropic donation, and, 
in many cases, this already plays a role,
alongside core public funding. The 
question is, can – and, indeed, should – 
it replace the public? This – along with
the question of loans of work from 
private collectors – was the key point of
discussion at the recent summit, Going
Public, which brought together collectors,
philanthropists, museum directors and
fundraisers in a lively debate.1

‘It does not make sense to ask for 
partnerships with private collectors and
philanthropists if we cannot bring in
something ourselves,’ added Dercon.
‘There is a need for some sort of 
(public) structural stability in order for
philanthropy to work.’ Peter Murray
CBE, Founder of Yorkshire Sculpture
Park, agreed. Massimo Lapucci, Secretary
General, CRT Venture Philanthropy
Foundation, suggested that collectors and
philanthropists are not always looking for
something in return, however. ‘What is
important,’ stated collector Patrizia
Sandretto Re Rebaudengo, ‘is the passion.
And the passion has to come from both
the collector and the curator’. With some
of her controversial collection currently
on show in Sheffield Cathedral, she is
palpably excited to share the work with 
a wider audience. Collector Sylvain Lévy
was of similar opinion: ‘It’s not about
money, it’s about how you can make 
the life of others better’. Dercon, again,
disagreed, suggesting that one of the 
reasons for his decision to leave Tate in
2017 to go the Volksbühne in Berlin, is
that he is no longer allowed to criticise
private collectors’ acquisitions in case he
offends. ‘Can you imagine if Baudelaire
or Zola heard that of Walter Benjamin?!’
Collector Daniel Marzona, who spent
time as Associate Curator at PS1 in New
York, also warned of the risks of certain
board members – who happen to be 

private collectors – ending up with too
much sway in the curation of public
institutions.

Most agreed on the need for some sort 
of a new working model, however, with
increased collaboration between public
and private sectors. For Levy, it is a 
question of priorities. Can museums,
when they are strapped for cash, really
justify spending millions on another new
work to put in storage, when they could
invest instead in the ‘software’, ie. the
means to show what they already own. 
If they want new work to show, there 
is always plenty to be borrowed. All of
the collectors present had established

relationships with larger institutions,
including Tate, and are keen to have their
collections seen by the public. Nicolas
Cattelain of The Cattelain Collection
emphasised the importance of the 
relationship and reciprocal commitment,
however. For a smaller institution, he
noted – and the collectors are all keen to
engage with less big-name venues – it is
not possible to invest time building up a
relationship only then to have the
collector ‘poached’ by a larger institution
for more money. In a similar vein, much
is made of the advantages of endowments
over donations. David Knaus, Managing
Director, Marrakech Museum for
Photography & Visual Art, noted that

too many small institutions ‘take the
money and run’ and are ‘flush for that
year but broke again the next’.
Endowments allow for long-term 
planning and stability. He also points
out that the US model thrives on 
philanthropy, since substantial tax
breaks are made for those who donate.
Speaking of the UK, he said: ‘I think
that creative philanthropy is going to be
the future, but we have to get a grip on
how to do it’. 

On the other hand, John Pepin, Chief
Executive of Philanthropy Impact, is
keen that the UK should not entirely
lose its model whereby the state takes
some responsibility for society and its
culture. Matthew Pateman, Professor 
of Popular Aesthetics, Sheffield Hallam
University, agreed: ‘Philanthropists
could not cover the costs anyhow, 
but, moreover, they should not. We
shouldn’t be outsourcing our cultural
currency’. Of the US system, Cattelain
notes: ‘If you don’t give in the US,
you’re a pariah of society.’ However, 
he continued: ‘A lot of wealthy people
today are not interested in art. A lot 
of people who could give a lot don’t
because they don’t know enough 
about the arts to get involved.’ Pepin
concurred, stating that only 5% of 
high-net worth individuals in the UK
give ‘most’ of their money to the arts.
‘It’s down there with the environment
among unpopular causes’. ‘One of the
biggest challenges [to the problem of
how public art institutions can unlock
the potential of philanthropy],’ 
concluded Cattelain, ‘is, dare I say it,
the education of the rich’. 

Overall, the summit raised as many
questions as it answered and there was
no overall concord between delegates.
What was clear, however, was that some
sort of new model for funding and 
collaboration between the public and
private realms needs to be found – 
and fast. 
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‘[Daniel Marzona] ...warned of the risks of 
certain board members – who happen to be
private collectors – ending up with too much
sway in the curation of public institutions.’ { }

1 Going Public was hosted by 
Sheffield Hallam University and
Sheffield Cathedral on 12 October 
as part of a wider programme of 
exhibitions, originated by Sebastien
Montabonel and Mark Doyle, bringing
works from four private collections –
The Cattelain Collection, dslcollection,
The Marzona Collection and The
Sandretto Re Rebaudengo Collection
– to venues across the city. The 
exhibitions run at Millennium Gallery,
Graves Gallery, Site Gallery, SIA
Gallery and Sheffield Cathedral
until 12 December 2015.

LINK
goingpublicsheffield.org
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